


Unit 3: 
Actors

Unit Themes
Unit 3 looks at the individuals and groups that are 
engaged in politics. 
It focuses on the media, civil society organisations 
and political parties. 
It examines the relationships they have with political 
institutions and with each other. 
It analyses political behaviour by looking at the goals, 
values and ideas that guide political actors.



Knowledge 
(Exercises)

In this chapter you 
will increase your 
understanding of:

�� public opinion
�� freedom of the press and 

censorship
�� state-controlled and private 

media
�� media management and 

“spin”
�� civil society
�� &%2V��1*2V�DQG�VRFLDO�

movements
�� CSO strategies
�� political parties
�� party systems

Skills 
(Activities)

In this chapter you will 
develop your ability to:

�� create an opinion poll 
questionnaire

�� analyse the content of 
newspapers

�� design a CSO project
�� assign roles, create agenda 

and conduct meetings 
�� draft and present a 

manifesto 
�� use an ideology diagram
�� identify strategies to 

increase support for a mock 
political party

Values 
(Reflections)

In this chapter you will 
UHÀHFW�RQ�

�� your views on state-
controlled and private 
media

�� the sources of CSO power/
LQÀXHQFH

�� your views on using strikes 
to achieve political goals

�� the relationship between 
resources and strategies 
for CSOs

�� the challenges of forming 
and running a mock 
political party

Unit 3:  Learning Goals
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7.1 The Media and 
Politics1. What do you think 

"public opinion" is?

2. Why do you think 

it is important for 

politicians?

Preview...

7.1.1 Public Opinion
When people talk about public opinion in politics, it has a more 
\YPNS»N�VPLWSWâ�]RLW�T^\]�]RP��XYSWSXW�XQ�]RP�YPXYÜP���5]�[PQP[\�]X�
the way that the opinion of the people affects the way government 
acts. Public opinion can refer to the way most people feel about a 
single issue or event, a policy, or the government in general.

There are many ways of measuring public opinion, including:

�� polls (i.e. when questionnaires are used to see how people feel 
about an issue) 

��  focus groups (where political organisations speak to a small 
group of people to see how they feel about an issue)

��  elections (the number of people who vote for a party or 
politician shows how popular they are)

��  demonstrations (if many people demonstrate for or against an 
issue, it shows that those people have very strong feeling about 
that issue).

After you read 7.1.1:

1. What is an "opinion 

poll"?

2. Why might politicians 

find them useful?

Exercise

 People in New York taking part in a peace demonstration.

1. Look at the timeline. 
In which events did 

public opinion affect 

government decisions? 

2. In which events did 

government decisions 

affect public opinion?

Activity
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Discussion1. What did you learn about the political culture of your class?

2. Where do you think these beliefs come from?

3. What affects your political beliefs or opinions?

Opinion Polling
1. In groups, write a questionnaire like the one on page 53. 

ա�These questionnaires should try and measure how your 

classmates feel about one of the issues discussed in 

this book. 

ա�It is important that every “yes” answer is linked to one 

side of an argument and every “no” answer is linked to the 

opposite side of the argument. See below for examples.

Activity

Chapter 7

2. Ask your questions to all class members. Count and 

analyse the answers.

3. Present the results of your poll to the class.

a. More socialist or more liberal. (Yes = 
socialist, no = liberal.) For example:
 - Do you think the state should provide free 
healthcare to everyone?

 - Do you think that high taxes are necessary 
for social justice?

 - Is equality more important than liberty?

b. More in support of a nation-state or a state-
nation. (Yes = nation-state, no = state-
nation. For example:

 - Do you think that unity is more important 
than diversity?

 - Do you think that foreigners should have to 
adapt to the national culture?

 - Do you think it would be dangerous if anyone 
could become a citizen of your country?

c. More in favour of a federal (decentralised) or 
a unitary (centralised) state. (Yes = federal, 
no = unitary.) For example:

 - Do you think that local schools should be 
allowed to teach in the local languages?

 - Do you think that local government is the 
best actor to solve local problems?

 - Do you think that federalism reduces 
FRQÀLFW"
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1. Measuring public opinion helps the government to know 

the concerns of the people. This helps them to make 

policies that address these concerns. 

2. There are many ways of measuring public opinion that 

can be inaccurate or biased (e.g. if questionnaires are 

only written in the majority language).

3.  Measuring public opinion can inform the government 

about how popular their actions are, so that they have 

the chance to change if they want to stay in power.

4. 3HRSOH�PLJKW�QRW�XQGHUVWDQG�DOO�WKH�GLI¿FXOWLHV�WKDW�
governments face when dealing with a social issue.

5. Measuring public opinion is a way that governments can 

PDNH�GLI¿FXOW�GHFLVLRQV�DERXW�GLIIHUHQW�SROLF\�RSWLRQV��

6. Most people may be uninformed about issues but still 

have very strong opinions about them.

7. Public opinion can change very easily. It may not be 

the best thing to base long-term policy decisions on.

8. Public opinion can be manipulated through propaganda 

and censorship. 

9. Not all the public have the ability to understand 

complicated issues. 

7.1.2 Advantages and Dangers 
of Public Opinion
There is nothing controversial about the idea that people have 
opinions about certain political issues. However, because public 
XYSWSXW�SW¼^PWNP\�âX_P[WVPW]�LN]SXW\��S]�NLW�MP�NXW][X_P[\SLÜ�

Democratic governments rely on public opinion to make sure that 
the policies they make will be popular (so that they can stay in 
power). In extreme cases, this can lead to laws and policies that 
abuse people's rights, destroy the environment or create other 
social problems.

1. What are some 

advantages of 

basing political 

decisions on public 

opinion?

2. What are some 

dangers of basing 

political decisions on 

public opinion?

Preview...

Below are some of the advantages and dangers of the 

influence of public opinion on politics. Put them in the table. Activity

Advantages Dangers

How much do you think governments should think about 

public opinion when they make decisions? Why?Discussion
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What kinds of media 

do you use?

Preview...

Chapter 7

 Traditional print media is probably still the easiest way for most Myanmar people to read the news. However, the internet and 
social media are now very important for both individuals and media companies.

7.1.3 The Mass Media
The mass media (newspapers, television, radio, and the internet) 
plays a very important role in politics. Citizens get most of their 
information about the government from the mass media. The 
information that media organisations provide can support or 
oppose a policy or party. This gives the media a lot of power to 
SW¼^PWNP�Y^MÜSN�XYSWSXW�

The media can expose corruption and bad performance in 
the government. This way, the media promotes transparency 
and accountability. In a democracy, a government can lose an 
election (and its power) if information in the media makes the  
government unpopular. 

For these reasons, the media is sometimes called the “fourth 
branch” of government after the executive, the legislature and 
the judiciary. Of course, the difference between the media and 
the other three branches is that there are much fewer checks and 
balances on a free media.
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7.1.4 The Main Roles of the 
Mass Media

1. Rank these according to what you think are most important.

2. Rank these according to what you think the average 

newspaper reader would think is most important.

3. Rank these according to what a newspaper would think is 

most important.

Activity

Did you notice any differences in the different rankings? How 

can you explain these differences?Discussion

What does the mass 

media do?

Preview...

a. Entertaining 
People
��sports, 

��celebrities, 

��gossip, etc

d. Analysing  
the News

Investigating the causes and 
7Ý7<:3ã-*ã67<74:ã7.74:3]

c. Identifying Problems

Raising awareness about social or political 
issues that are currently being ignored.

e. 
Setting the agenda

Deciding which issues should (and should 
not) be talked about in the news.

f. Making Profit
m a k i n g  m o n e y  t h r o u g h 
s a l e s  a n d  a d v e r t i s i n g

Informing the public about recent events.

b. 
Rep

oRting the news
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7.1.5 The Importance of a Free 
Media
A free media is very important in democratic politics. Some of the 
most important functions of a free press include:

1. promoting transparenCy:  An important role of the media 
is to closely watch political institutions to make sure they are 
keeping their promises and not breaking the law. 

2. informing the people during eleCtions:  The media 
gives people the chance to learn more about the candidates 
and parties participating in an election.

3. informing the government:  The media can inform the 
government about the opinions, needs and concerns of the 
people. This can help them to make policies that effectively 
address those needs and concerns.

These roles give the media a lot of power. This power allows 
media organisations to act as checks and balances on government 
power. However, it also means that citizens need to be very 
careful with the information they receive.

Why is freedom of the 

press important?

Preview...

 Free press? Clockwise from top 
left: The Myanmar Times reported 
on the 2012 by-election; British 
newspaper The Guardian published 
top secret information about the 
British and American governments in 
2013. They argued that it is important 
to print the material when the British 
government tried to stop them; British 
newspaper The Sun argued that 
freedom of the press gives them the 
right to print naked pictures of Prince 
Harry.

1. In what way does the media help to promote transparency 

in your country? Give examples.

2. What are the most important things that the media informs 

people about during elections?

3. What are the most important things that governments can 

learn about public opinion by looking at the media?

Discussion

Chapter 7
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7.1.6 Freedom of the Press
To successfully carry out these roles in society, it is important that 
the media is free from government control. If journalists are not 
free to write what they want, the information presented will not 
help the government and the people understand each other. If the 
government censors the news, then the media loses its ability to 
promote transparency. Some important requirements for a free 
media are:

�� pluralism in the media:  If the majority of the media is 
owned by the government (or businesses who are controlled 
by the government), this limits the availability of different or 
critical opinions. Minority or opposition groups will have less 
opportunity to express their views in the media. This can lead 
]X�NXW¼SN]�LWO�VS\NXVV^WSNL]SXW�MP]`PPW�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�LWO�
the people. 

�� the government Cannot Control or threaten the 
media:  There must be strict laws that prevent the government 
from bribing or threatening journalists. Unless these laws exist 
(and are followed), journalists who discover corruption or 
SWPQQPN]S_PWP\\�SW�âX_P[WVPW]�NLW�MP�SW¼^PWNPO�]X�UPPY�Z^SP]�

�� Citizens need to be CritiCal of the media:  People 
need to know which interests a newspaper, website, radio or 
TV station is promoting. Citizens should be exposed to many 
different kinds of media so they can get a full and balanced 
picture of political issues before they make a decision. 

What is required for 

freedom of the press?

Preview...

After you read 7.1.6:

What are some of the 

threats to freedom of the 

press?

Exercise

7.1.7 Censorship
áLWb�âX_P[WVPW]\�][b�]X�SW¼^PWNP�Y^MÜSN�XYSWSXW�Mb�NXW][XÜÜSWâ�
the media and access to information. They often do this to 
increase their popularity or to reduce support for opposition 
groups. Censorship limits people's access to information about the 
state of the economy, political developments and other important 
issues. A highly controlled media can rob people of social 
awareness and balanced analysis.

Authoritarian regimes often place restrictions on freedom of 
expression. They claim that these are necessary to maintain 
stability and security. Examples of this include closing down the 
mobile phone network in Iran in mid-2009, and Egypt in late 
2010. In other situations, governments try to stop journalists from 
reporting on controversial issues. For example, in 2009, journalists 
were forced to leave China’s north-western province of Xinjiang in 
order to prevent them reporting on the ethnic violence there.

Should governments 

ever be allowed to 

control information in 

the media? Why or 

why not?

Preview...

In what ways does 

freedom of the press 

support democracy?

Discussion
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The Pros and Cons of Censorship
Look at the statements and decide if they are arguments 

for or against censorship.

1. Censorship causes long-term social effects 
such as ignorance and a lack of critical 
thinking and creativity. 

2. Censorship of immoral material stops children 
from becoming immoral. 

3. Censorship is sometimes necessary to preserve 
national security.

4. Censorship makes it harder to expose 
corruption.

5. Censorship can avoid spreading false 
information that could lead to violence.

6. Censorship can stop political opposition 
groups from expressing their ideas.

7. Censorship can protect people's right to 
privacy.

8. Censorship denies access to vital information. 
For example, if information about the dangers 
of sexually transmitted diseases, such as HIV/
AIDS, is censored, this will cost many lives.

9. Censorship can protect indigenous cultures 
IURP�WKH�QHJDWLYH�LQÀXHQFH�RI�IRUHLJQ�FXOWXUHV�

10. Censorship can stop the media being used to 
spread prejudice and hatred (e.g. racism).

11. Censorship can control panic and rumours 
during a national emergency. 

12. Censorship may be used to block legitimate 
criticism. This can lead to lack of 
accountability.

13. Censorship prevents individuals from 
making informed decisions and leads to bad 
government. 

14. Censorship can negatively affect economic 
development.

15. &HQVRUVKLS�FDQ�DYRLG�UHOLJLRXV�FRQÀLFW�
by banning material that insults religious 
communities.

16. Censorship can be used to hide human rights 
abuses.

Between 1962 and 2011, freedom of the press was limited in 
Myanmar. The 1962 Printers and Publishers Registration Act 
created the Press Scrutiny Board. In 2005, this became the Press 
Scrutiny and Registration Division. It checked all publications, 
including newspapers, cartoons, advertisements, and illustrations. 
New publishers had to register with the Press Scrutiny Board. This 
ORQJ�DQG�GLI¿FXOW�SURFHVV�PHDQW� WKDW�SULYDWH�QHZV�SXEOLFDWLRQV� LQ�
Myanmar could only publish on a weekly or monthly basis. All daily 
newspapers in Myanmar were government-owned. During the 
1988 protests, many people published information that was critical 
RI� WKH� JRYHUQPHQW�� $V� D� UHVSRQVH�� WKH� PLOLWDU\� UDLVHG� ¿QHV� IRU�
newspapers that broke the rules from 2,000 Kyat to 30,000 Kyat. 

For a long time, Myanmar was on Freedom House’s (a non-governmental organization that 
does research on democracy and political freedom) list of “least free” countries for press 
freedom. In 2011, increasing press freedom led to Myanmar being taken off this list.

Focus on Myanmar
Historical Media Censorship in Myanmar

Activity
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7.2 Media and Government

7.2.1 Private vs. State-
controlled Media
Media organisations fall into one of two categories: private media 
and state-controlled media.

State-controlled media organisations are a part of the state. These 
WP`\YLYP[� XQ»NP\�� ]PÜP_S\SXW� NRLWWPÜ\� LWO� [LOSX� \]L]SXW\� L[P� LÜÜ�
funded, managed and staffed by the state. In authoritarian states, 
these are often the only media organisations. In some states, they 
exist in competition with private media.

Private media organisations are businesses that are owned by 
citizens. They are accountable in the same way that all other 
businesses are (they need to pay taxes, obey the law etc.). In a free 
VPOSL��]RPb�L[P�Q[PP�Q[XV�âX_P[WVPW]�NXW][XÜ�X[�SW¼^PWNP��

Who should control the 

media?

Preview...

Since 2011, positive developments for press freedom include: 
��The release of imprisoned bloggers and journalists.
��An end to pre-publication censorship.
��Removing bans on certain topics.
��The establishment of several independent journalists’ and publishers’ associations.
��Fewer reports of harassment and attacks against journalists.
��The removal of several foreign journalists from the government’s blacklist.
��The return of private daily newspapers.

In addition, exile�PHGLD�JURXSV�FRQWLQXHG�WR�UHWXUQ�WR�WKH�FRXQWU\��6RPH�RI�WKHP�RSHQHG�RI¿FHV�
DQG�D�IHZ�REWDLQHG�SXEOLVKLQJ�OLFHQVHV��,Q�������IRU�WKH�¿UVW�WLPH��<DQJRQ�EDVHG�MRXUQDOLVWV�FRXOG�
UHSRUW�RQ�HYHQWV�VXFK�DV�WKH�¿JKWLQJ�EHWZHHQ�JRYHUQPHQW�IRUFHV�DQG�WKH�.,$�LQ�.DFKLQ�6WDWH�

Formerly blocked websites are now accessible. These include information about on human 
rights and political reform. Also, many more independent and foreign newspapers are now 
permitted. For people with internet access, 
e-mail, blog, and social media platforms 
²� LQFOXGLQJ� *PDLO�� )DFHERRN�� DQG�
YouTube — have become more popular. 

However, some of these services have 
been used to spread misinformation and 
hate speech. The use of social media to 
encourage communal violence in Rakhine 
State is an example of this.

Focus on Myanmar
Liberalisation of the Media
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7.2.2 State-controlled Media
A. Advantages
Supporters of state-controlled media say that if the state cannot 
regulate the media, then false or biased information will be more 
common. 

They argue that making the media accountable to the government 
can prevent dangerous or misleading information from spreading. 
?RS\�VLUP\� \^[P� ]RL]�WP`\� ]RL]� S\� ÜSUPÜb� ]X� NL^\P�_SXÜPW]� NXW¼SN]�
can be limited. 

Another argument for state-controlled media is that it can deal 
with important social issues or important public debates. The state 
can use the media to increase awareness so citizens can make 
more informed decisions. 

B. Disadvantages
The main disadvantages of a state-controlled media are that it 
often leads to censorship and reduces transparency. 

In state-controlled media systems, journalists and editors work for 
the government. This gives the government much more control 
over what citizens see, hear or think. This makes it easier for the 
government to censor the news or produce propaganda.

While an independent media can provide more transparency in 
politics, a state-controlled media might not be able to. It is much 
VX[P�OSQ»N^Ü]�QX[�TX^[WLÜS\]\�]X�PaYX\P�âX_P[WVPW]�`L\]P��NX[[^Y]SXW�
or incompetence if the media is controlled by the government. 

 Venezuelan state TV showed the programme Aló Presidente (Hello, Mr President) until 
the death of President Hugo Chavez. Chavez used the show to promote his policies and 
speak to the country's poor, who were his main supporters. 

After you read 7.2.2:

1. What are the 

advantages of state-

controlled media?

2. What are the dangers 

of state-controlled 

media?

Exercise

1. What state-

controlled media do 

you use? 

2. Why do you use it?

Preview...
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7.2.3 Private Media
A. Advantages
One of the most important arguments for a private media is that 
it protects freedom of expression, transparency and accountability. 
A strong and independent press is an important feature of a 
RPLÜ]Rb� OPVXN[LNb� MPNL^\P� S]� ÜSVS]\� NX[[^Y]SXW� LWO� SWPQ»NSPWNb� 
in government.

Supporters of private media also argue that in a free media 
VL[UP]�� ]RP� VPOSL� [P¼PN]\� ]RP� _SP`\� XQ� ]RP� Y^MÜSN�� WX]� XQ� ]RP�
government. This is because the newspapers that sell the most 
NXYSP\� `SÜÜ� [P¼PN]� ]RP� XYSWSXW� XQ� ]RP� ÜL[âP\]� \PN]SXW� XQ� \XNSP]b��
This means that the people set the agenda for the news rather 
than the government. 

B. Disadvantages
Privatisation of the media often leads to a situation where the 
popularity of a story is considered more valuable than its social 
SVYX[]LWNP��/[S]SN\�L[â^P�]RL]�Y[S_L]P�VPOSL�QXN^\P\�XW�Y[X»]LMÜP�
news (sports, celebrity gossip, etc.), and not on important social 
or political issues. They say that the media is only concerned with 
entertaining people, not informing them. 

In many countries, the majority of private media organisations are 
owned by only a few corporations. For example, in the United 
States, 50 corporations owned a majority of the news media in 
1983. By 2003, the majority of news media was owned by only six 
corporations. Corporations that control so many news sources are 
_P[b�YX`P[Q^Ü�LWO�SW¼^PW]SLÜ�

These corporations often make sure that all of their media sources 
promote the same ideology. Even though many different private 
news sources are available, media pluralism might still be weak. 
For example, Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation owns hundreds 
of newspapers that share a very conservative ideology. 

After you read 7.2.3:

1. What are the 

advantages of private 

media?

2. What are the dangers 

of private media?

Exercise

1. What private media 

do you use? 

2. Why do you use it?

Preview...

 Venezuelan private media was 
very critical of former president 
Chavez and his government. They 
also claimed that the government 
used its powers to reduce press 
freedom. The government 
claimed that private media is 
controlled by a wealthy elite.

Note: The picture of Hugo 
Chavez holding a gun is not real; 
it was created by the newspaper.
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What Is "News", and What Is 
Not?
1. Collect different newspapers and complete the table.

2. Answer the questions.

a. What do you notice about the kinds of topics that are 

covered in each newspaper?

b. Do you notice a difference between newspapers that 

are closer to the government and ones that are more 

independent? What do you notice?

c. What else do you notice?

Activity

Newspaper Title Headline Headline Topic Newspaper close to 
government or more 

LQGHSHQGHQW"

Which do you think has greater advantages: state-controlled 

or private media? Why?
ReflectionReflection
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7.2.5 Spin
The practice of manipulating the news is often called spin. Spin 
has become a very important part of politics in most democratic 
countries. These governments employ thousands of staff to work on 
spinning news stories to make their party look good in the media. 
Some of the most important strategies for “spin doctors” are:

�� checking information before it is given to the news media, to 
make sure that it does not make the government look bad. 

�� making sure that all the politicians in their party give the same 
VP\\LâP� ]X� ]RP� VPOSL�� ?RS\� VLUP\� S]� VX[P� OSQ»N^Ü]� ]X� UWX`�
when the party is lying.

�� leaking: A “leak” is when political actors give secret 
information to the media. This information usually makes their 
opponents look bad. So the aim of “leaking” is to become more 
popular, by making your opponents less popular.

�� only giving information to media organisations that are friendly 
with the government. 

�� releasing “bad” news to the media at a time when there are a lot 
of other important events happening. This means that people do 
not pay a lot of attention to the bad news stories because they 
are focusing on the other news. 

�� rewarding journalists who write good things about the 
government (e.g. by giving them information before other 
journalists) and punishing those who write bad things (e.g. by 
not inviting them to press conferences).

7.2.4 Media Management
Another result of the increased power of the media is the idea of 
“media management”. This idea is related to how the government 
uses the media to achieve its goals. In countries where there is 
limited freedom of the press, governments can mange the media 
by simple propaganda and censorship. However, in countries 
where the government cannot control the media directly, a 
complicated relationship has developed between the media and 
the government.

Staying in power is very important for a politician, party or 
government. This requires a good media image, so the support of 
the media is very important. The aim of media management is to 
ensure that:

�� Good news is presented very loudly and clearly so that more 
people are exposed to it. 

�� Average news is presented in a way that makes it sound like 
good news.

�� Bad news is presented very quietly, and in a way that makes it 
sound like average news.

Why is the media 

important for 

politicians?

Preview...

After you read 7.2.4:

Why is media 

management important 

for politicians?

Exercise

After you read 7.2.5:

What are the dangers of 

media management?

Discussion

What is "spin"?

Preview...
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Riots Rock Waterside
Violent youths attack police
By Waterside Sun Reporters

Violent rioting took place last night in the 
Downtown area of the city. Youths threw 
heavy rocks at police, who attempted to calm 
the disturbance. They also shouted insults and 
threatened to set fire to vehicles and buildings. 
The police tried to maintain order, but after an 
hour they arrested five youths who seemed to be 

starting the violence. The five are currently being 
held in police cells while they await questioning. 
Riot leaders claim that the incident was started 
by an event earlier in the week. In this incident, 
police arrested a member of one of the local 
youth gangs while he was running away from the 
scene of a suspected robbery. Gang leaders are 
demanding a public apology from Waterside’s 
chief of police. 

Anti-police Protests in Waterside
Local youth protest against police brutality

a.

b.

By Waterside Guardian 
reporter MalcoM tennisshoe

Protesters marched through 
the centre of Waterside last 
night. They expressed anger and 
sadness at the imprisonment 
and beating of a 13 year-old boy.
The protestors, mostly 
youth from Waterside’s poor 
communities, chanted slogans 
calling for the release of the 
boy, and an end to police 
violence. Police in riot gear 
tried to stop the protesters from 

walking down the main street. 
When a rock was thrown by an 
unidentified protester, police 
used tear gas on the protesters, 
and charged into the crowd 
with batons, injuring several. 
Five of the demonstrators are 
being held at the police station. 
Lawyers and family members 
have not been able to see them. 
Community leaders say there 
is a history of tension between 

the police and young people in 
Waterside. Because of this they 
fear for the safety of the five 
students who are being held. 
According to demonstrators, 
this trouble started with the 
unfair arrest and mistreatment 
of a 13 year-old boy the previous 
week. He had been running 
to escape two men who were 
trying to rob him when the 
police arrested him.

Different Perspectives
Read the two articles and answer the questions.

1. How are �������������������ơ�����ǫ
2. What was ���������������������Ƥ�������ǫ
3. What was �������������������������������ǫ
4. ����������������were used to create a 

����������������������ǫ
5. What was �����������������������������������

Ƥ�����������ǫ

6. What was �����������������������������������
��������������ǫ

7. �������������������������������������������
������������������������������ǫ������
�����������������������������������������
���������������ǫ

8. Are there ��������������������������������
������������������ǫ

Activity

Chapter 7
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8.1 Civil Society 
Organisations and Social 
Movements

What is "civil society"?

Preview... 8.1.1 Civil Society
A. What Is Civil Society?
Politics doesn’t only happen in governments. There are many non-
governmental actors involved in social and political activities. The 
name for this area of activity is civil society. 

Civil society organisations (CSOs) are groups formed by people 
who share similar interests, values and goals. CSOs usually take 
part in social and political action to address social problems, 
defend their interests and achieve their goals. Because of their 
strong values and their commitment to social change, many CSO 
members work voluntarily and often take risks that other political 
actors do not.

Civil society is often said to be the third sector between the state 
and market (the area of commercial activity). No CSOs exist only 
]X� VLUP� Y[X»]� �ÜSUP� M^\SWP\\P\��� LWO� MPNL^\P� />:\� L[P� Q[PPÜb�
formed by citizens, they are independent from the activities of the 
state. However, it is very common that the actors in these three 
sectors interact with each other. 

After you read 8.1.1.A:

Place the activities in 

the right place on the 

diagram.

a. A CSO putting pressure 
on the government to 
change a policy.

b. A business building a 
new factory.

c. A government passing 
a law.

d. A community school 
gets funding from 
businesses.

e. A government giving a 
construction project to 
a private company.

f. A community 
organisation protesting 
against the working 
conditions in a factory.

g. A government school 
hosting a community 
meeting.

Activity

Market Government

Civil society 
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B. Who Is Civil Society?
Civil society organisations are formed by citizens to address 
the concerns of citizens. Civil society is usually a very diverse 
sector. It includes many groups, many interests, and often a lot of 
NXXYP[L]SXW�LWO�NXW¼SN]�MP]`PPW�]RP\P�â[X^Y\�

Examples of CSOs include:

�� non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
�� community-based organisations (CBOs)
�� organisations that represent businesses or industries
�� trade unions and professional associations 
�� gender, cultural and religious groups 
�� charities 
�� social and sports clubs 
�� environmental groups 

After you read 8.1.1.B:

1. What kinds of CSOs 

are working in your 

community?

2. What issues and 

concerns do they 

focus on?

Discussion

Our Organisation, Part 1
1. Individually, choose the most important social issue from: 

health, education, human rights, community development, 

the environment, gender equality. 

2. Get into groups based on these. In your groups, decide on 

a specific issue related to your area. Your issue can be:

ա� something that makes you very angry or sad

ա� something that you think is unfair

ա� something you want to change.

3. Identify one “core goal” for your group.

4. Work out the size and budget of your group. For each 

person in your group give yourself a hundred members and 

a one million kyats monthly budget. 

Activity

 The Yangon Bakehouse helps 
young people get jobs by teaching them 
useful skills.
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8.1.2 The Importance of Civil 
Society
Civil society organisations are a platform for groups to express 
their needs and interests to the government. CSOs inform people 
LMX^]�\XNSLÜ�LWO�YXÜS]SNLÜ�S\\^P\�\X�]RL]�S]�S\�VX[P�OSQ»N^Ü]�QX[�]RP�
government to ignore them.

Civil society is an important part of democratic politics. A strong 
civil society shows that citizens are actively participating in politics. 
Independent CSOs often promote transparency and accountability 
and act as checks and balances on government power. 

The bottom-up power of a strong civil society can be a threat to 
authoritarian governments. As a result, these governments often 
try to limit civil society organisations. This means that civil society 
is often weak and lacks independence in authoritarian states. 
However, civil society has frequently played a very important role 
in the transition from authoritarianism to democracy. 

This section will look at some of the most important kinds of 
civil society actors: community based organisations (CBOs), non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) and social movements. 

Why is civil society 

important?

Preview...

After you read 8.1.2:

1. How important 

are CSOs in your 

community?

2. What would it be like 

without them?

3. What are the dangers 

of a weak civil 

society?

Discussion

 The /RFDO�5HVRXUFH�&HQWUH is a Yangon-based organisation which helps other civil society organisations through information 
sharing and skills development. Their website (http://www.lrcmyanmar.org) has information about the work of lots of CBOs and 
NGOs in Myanmar. See the )RFXV�RQ�0\DQPDU�box on page 135 for more information.
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8.1.3 Community-based 
Organisations
Community-based organisations (CBOs) are grassroots civil society 
organisations. The majority of these groups are based in rural areas. 

CBOs bring community members together to provide services in 
areas such as health, education and social welfare. These include 
micro-credit groups, village development committees and 
community clinics. Many CBOs are faith-based, and most of their 
LN]S_S]SP\�L[P�»WLWNPO�Mb�]RP�NXVV^WS]b��

One of the biggest advantages of CBOs is that the community 
is directly involved in the planning and implementation of 
their projects. CBO members are more likely to understand the 
situation in their own communities. This local knowledge means 
that CBO activities often address the concerns and needs of the 
community better than other actors.

What is a "community-

based organisation"?

Preview...

After you read 8.1.3:

What are the strengths 

and weaknesses of 

CBOs?

Exercise

1. What kinds of CBOs are working in your community?

2. What kinds of services do they provide?

3. What challenges do they face?

4. How successful are they at achieving their goals?

Discussion

8.1.4 Non-governmental 
Organisations
A. What Is an NGO?
9XW�âX_P[WVPW]LÜ� X[âLWS\L]SXW\� �93:\�� L[P� WXWY[X»]�
organisations that operate independently from governments. They 
may operate at a local, national or international level. They work 
on public interest issues such as public health, the environment, 
human rights and development. 

Many NGOs provide services that are not adequately 
provided by governments. For example, if a 
government does not have the capacity or resources to 
deliver health care to rural areas, this service could be 
provided by an NGO. Because they are concerned with 
areas in which government performance is lacking, 
they often criticise government policies. This means 
that their activities can be quite political. 

Many local NGOs can reach populations and/or areas that 
the other political actors cannot. These NGOs often have 
better local knowledge and networks than state actors. This 
helps them to provide goods and services in areas that the 
state cannot or will not work. These include isolated and war 
LQQPN]PO�L[PL\�]RL]�âX_P[WVPW]�`X[UP[\�»WO�OSQ»N^Ü]�]X�LNNP\\�

What is a "non-

governmental 

organisation"?

Preview...

 The Myanmar 
&ORZQ�doctors 
visit children in hospital. They use 
laughter to help them feel better.

Chapter 8
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B. The Activities of NGOs
Service (or operational) NGOs� `X[U� OS[PN]Üb� `S]R� MPWP»NSL[SP\�
by providing services such as emergency relief, development 
assistance, medical aid or food to people who need them. 
Examples of these NGOs would include Metta Development 

Foundation and the Myanmar Red Cross Society.

Advocacy NGOs campaign via the media, education and through 
directly engaging with political actors to call for social change. 
They focus on issues such as human rights, social justice or 
environmental protection. Examples include Rakhine Coastal 

Region Conservation Association, Karen Environmental and 

Social Action Network and Earth Rights International.

Some NGOs combine both operational and advocacy roles. For 
example, the international NGO Oxfam provides services such as 
clean water and sanitary health for refugee populations but also 
campaigns on issues affecting communities such as poverty and 
women’s rights. 

Most NGO funding comes from private donors, from their own 
fund raising campaigns (individual donations), and sometimes 
(for larger NGOs) from government agencies, development banks 
(e.g. World Bank or Asian Development Bank) or the United 
Nations (UN). 

However, government or international funding raises questions 
about the independence and "non-governmental" nature of some 
NGOs. This is because NGOs that rely on funding from other 
political actors are often less independent. These governments 
X[� SW]P[WL]SXWLÜ�X[âLWS\L]SXW\� ]RL]�Y[X_SOP� Q^WOSWâ� NLW� SW¼^PWNP�
NGOs and determine the people and issues they focus on. 

1. What kinds of NGOs are working in your community?

2. What kinds of services do they provide?

3. What challenges do they face?

4. How successful are they at achieving their goals?

Discussion

After you read 8.1.4.B:

1. In what ways do 

NGOs challenge the 

government?

2. In what ways do 

NGOs support the 

government?

3. What are the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

NGOs compared to 

CBOs?

Exercise

 Web banner for the .DUHQ�(QYLURQPHQWDO�DQG�6RFLDO�$FWLRQ�1HWZRUN��.(6$1���KWWS���ZZZ�NHVDQ�DVLD��
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The Free Funeral Service Society (FFSS)
The FFSS has offered free funeral services since 2001. It provides services regardless of 
social status, nationality or religion. Its activities include:
��helping poor families to pay funeral costs
��opening a low-cost restaurant
��providing affordable health care through community clinics

/RFDO�5HVRXUFH�&HQWUH��/5&�
The LRC was set up in May 2008 in response to Cyclone Nargis. It was created by 
LQWHUQDWLRQDO�GRQRUV�DQG�1*2V�WR�VXSSRUW� ORFDO�RUJDQLVDWLRQV�LQ�WKHLU�HPHUJHQF\�UHOLHI�HIIRUWV��
Its activities include:
��networking with local and international organisations
��providing access to information
�� facilitating practical training and support on project management

The '88 Generation Students' Group
This is a network of activists from the 1988 pro-democracy uprising. Now 
it is a civil society actor that promotes democracy and national 
reconciliation. Its activities include:
��advocating for political reform 
��participating in the peace process in Myanmar’s ethnic minority areas
��strengthening Myanmar's civil society

KESAN 
.(6$1�LV�D�QRQSUR¿W�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�ZRUNLQJ�ZLWK�ORFDO�FRPPXQLWLHV�LQ�.DUHQ�6WDWH��,W�SURPRWHV�
sustainable development by preserving indigenous knowledge, building capacity and promoting 
policy change. Its activities include:
��supporting community-based livelihood initiatives
�� raising awareness about the environment and climate change
��advocating for policies that ensure participation, ownership, gender equity and 

environmental sustainability

Focus on Myanmar
1*2V�LQ�0\DQPDU

Chapter 8

1. Which of the NGOs above are advocacy NGOs?

2. Which of the NGOs above are service NGOs?

3. Which have features of both service and advocacy NGOs?

Exercise

1. Which do you think are more important, advocacy NGOs or 

service NGOs? Why?

2. Do you think the government in your country sees NGOs 

more as a challenge/threat or a support? Why?

Discussion
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8.1.5 Social Movements
Like CSOs, social movements are groups of people who join 
together to take part in social action to address social problems. 
However, there are some important differences between social 
movements and CSOs. Firstly, social movements are bigger than 
individual CBOs or NGOs. They usually focus on large social issues 
such as environmental destruction, women’s rights or land rights. 
Social movements attract many different organisations because 
they focus on issues that affect large sections of society. 

Secondly, social movements are less organised than most CSOs. 
Because of their size and diversity, they are more like alliances 
than organisations. They do not usually have clear leadership, 
VLSW�XQ»NP\�X[�X]RP[�QPL]^[P\�XQ�93:\��

Social movements generally focus on advocacy rather than 
Y[X_SOSWâ� \P[_SNP\�� ?RPb� XQ]PW� ][b� ]X� SW¼^PWNP� âX_P[WVPW]� ]X�
make laws or policies that address the issues and concerns of 
that movement. Like many advocacy NGOs, social movements are 
closely related to the idea of social activism. 

áLWb� \XNSLÜ� VX_PVPW]\� `LW]� ]X� OX� VX[P� ]RLW� T^\]� SW¼^PWNP�
the government. They rely on grassroots support and bottom-up 
power to create social change. Social movements have often been 
associated with the idea of civil disobedience and social justice. 
They often use direct action strategies such as demonstrations 
and occupations. 

1. What is a social 

movement?

2. What social 

movements do you 

know?

Preview...

After you read 8.1.5:

What are the strengths 

and weaknesses of 

social movements?

Exercise

 2FFXS\ is a world-wide social movement with many aims, including better democracies, fairer distribution of wealth, and an end 
to corrupt banking practices.
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8.1.6 Different Kinds of 
Social Movements
There are two main kinds of social movements: akkm]�kh][aÝ[�
movements and generic movements.

A. Issue-specific Movements
Certain events or issues create so much popular support or 
anger that social movements grow up around them. Narmada 
Bachao Andolan, in India, is 
a good example of this kind 
of movement. The movement 
\]L[]PO� `S]R� ]RP� \YPNS»N� S\\^P�
of the creation of the Sardar 
Sarovar dam on the Narmada 
River. The movement's objective 
was to stop the dam from being 
constructed to protect the people 
who live there. It grew into a 
bigger movement that opposed 
other big dam projects and 
policies of the government that 
supported them. These kind of 
movements usually have a clear 
leadership and a higher level of 
organisation, but do not often 
last very long.

What issues do social 

movements in your 

country focus on?

Preview...

After you read 8.1.6.A:

What kinds of issue-

specific movements have 

taken place in Myanmar? 

Give some examples. 

Exercise

In May 2008 a powerful cyclone hit the Ayeyawady Delta. 
An estimated 2.4 million people were affected and 
DSSUR[LPDWHO\� �������� SHRSOH� ZHUH� NLOOHG�� $W� ¿UVW�� WKH�
JRYHUQPHQW� GLG� QRW� DOORZ� 1*2V� DQG� 81� DJHQFLHV� WR�
DFFHVV�WKH�DUHD�DQG�VR�LW�ZDV�YHU\�GLI¿FXOW�IRU�KHOS�WR�UHDFK�
people in need. However, a wide range of activities by 
SULYDWH� FLWL]HQV�� ORFDO� 1*2V�� IDLWK�EDVHG� RUJDQLVDWLRQV��
businesses and other local groups began to help. They 
provided emergency aid, food, medicine and other relief 
items. 

Many individuals from all over the country collected money 
and supplies, and took them to the disaster areas. They 
used their own transport and donated time, money and 
goods. It was a citizens’ response. People did not wait for 
permission from the government, but took their own steps 
to help their fellow citizens.

Focus on Myanmar
&LWL]HQ�5HVSRQVHV�WR�&\FORQH�1DUJLV

 Myanmar people giving and receiving 
aid after Cyclone Nargis.
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B. Generic Movements
Compared to single-issue movements, generic movements generally 
last longer and focus on broader issues. The environmental 
movement and the women’s movement are examples of generic 
movements. Environmental movements protest against many 
kinds of unsustainable policies and actions. Likewise, women’s 
movements put pressure on the government to create or change 
policies that address different issues faced by women. 

Generic movements represent many different actors who share 
the same goals and values. For example, the environmental 
movement is a label for a large number of individuals, CSOs 
LWO� S\\^P�\YPNS»N� VX_PVPW]\�� -ÜÜ� XQ� ]RP\P� RL_P� \PYL[L]P�
organisations, independent leadership and often have different 
views on the kind of social change they want to achieve.

After you read 8.1.6.B:

What kind of generic 

movements have taken 

place in Myanmar?

Exercise

2UJDQLVDWLRQ�1DPH Description of Activities

1. Myanmar Trade 
Union

a. We look after our members' right to good working conditions. We meet employers 
and discuss wages and health and safety in the workplace. We are very 
concerned about issues like employment.

2. Myanmar 
Business and 
Employers 
Association

b. We represent unemployed people in Myanmar. We want more people to know 
about the lives of unemployed people. We want to do something to reduce the 
number of people who are out of work. We try to protect the rights of unemployed 
people. We meet with the government to discuss the issue of unemployment.

3. Community 
Education Council

c. We are an organisation for business people and employers. We want to see 
Myanmar’s economy grow so we offer our views on the best way to do this. We try 
WR�LQÀXHQFH�WKH�JRYHUQPHQW�WR�PDNH�SROLFLHV�WKDW�ZLOO�KHOS�EXVLQHVVHV�JURZ��:H�
also provide training and support to help people to start new businesses. 

4. Myanmar 
Women's 
Association

d. We are a voluntary organisation for people with physical disabilities. We are 
divided into branches which act as pressure groups locally to ensure that 
services for our members exist in their areas. We also provide services like sports, 
therapy and educational courses for our members.

5. National Youth 
Council of 
Myanmar

e. We are a large organisation made up of a number of smaller organisations all 
working with young people. These organisations come together for training and to 
discuss issues common to them all. We also meet with government departments 
to discuss policies that might affect young people.

6. Myanmar 
Farmers' 
Association

f. Our organisation supports community based education centres in our region. 
:H�SURYLGH�WH[WERRNV�DQG�WHDFKHU�WUDLQLQJ�WR�FRPPXQLWLHV�ZKR�KDYH�GLI¿FXOW\�
accessing government schools.

7. Myanmar National 
Association for 
the Unemployed

g. Our members are from all over the country. We look after their interests on matters 
like farm income and agricultural policy. We often meet with the government to 
discuss these matters.

8. Myanmar 
Wheelchair 
Association

h. Our members are women from all parts of Myanmar. We are involved in helping 
women set up businesses and in providing women with services and courses they 
¿QG�XVHIXO�

Below is a page from a directory of Myanmar CSOs but the 

information is in the wrong order. Match the names with the 

correct description.
Exercise
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8.2 The Work of CSOs

8.2.1 Insider and Outsider 
Groups
Some CSOs are closer to the government than others. This affects 
the kinds of strategies they use. An important difference is 
between “insider” and “outsider” groups.

A. Insider Groups
Insider groups have a close relationship with the government. They 
can regularly speak with politicians because they are very powerful. 
Insider groups usually represent important sectors of the economy, 
such as industries, businesses or labour groups. However, other 
CSOs can also have a close relationship with the government if 
they deal with social issues that are politically important.

The relationship between insider groups and politicians can be 
âXXO� QX[� ]RPV�MX]R�� 5W\SOP[� â[X^Y\�MPWP»]�MPNL^\P� ]RPb� NLW�Y^]�
direct pressure on policy makers. This allows them to represent 
their interests and concerns more effectively than groups who 
cannot communicate with the government as easily. 

Having the support of insider groups can also be very important 
for a government. For example, if the government wants to 
improve the economy, they will often take the advice of groups 
that represent important industries. This is also true for individual 
YXÜS]SNSLW\�� 5Q� L� YXÜS]SNSLW� \^YYX[]\� YXÜSNSP\� ]RL]� MPWP»]� ]RP\P�
powerful groups, he or she can rely on the support of those 
groups. Having the support of insider groups can increase a 
politician's political power.

1. What is an "insider" 

group?

2. What is an 

"outsider" group?

Preview...

After you read 8.2.1.A:

1. Where do insider 

groups get their 

power from?

2. How do insider 

groups try to influence 

government?

Exercise

Are insider groups 

undemocratic? Why or 

why not?

Discussion

 The Myanmar Peace Centre (can be 
found on Facebook) is an NGO which 
UHSRUWV�WR�WKH�3UHVLGHQW
V�RIÀFH�
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B. Outsider Groups
Outsider groups generally represent groups who have less political 
power (even though they might have many more supporters). 
Some examples of outsider groups include peace campaigners, 
environmental activists or animal rights groups. These groups do 
not usually have the ability to talk to the government directly. As 
a result, they need to use indirect strategies to put pressure on 
the government. 

Outsider groups try to gain public support and sympathy for their 
goals and their activities by carrying out information campaigns, 
organising demonstrations or creating petitions. Most of these 
â[X^Y\�][b�]X�SW¼^PWNP�]RP�VL\\�VPOSL�SW]X�âS_SWâ�VX[P�L]]PW]SXW�
to the issues they focus on.

Outsider groups might be outsiders because they do not have 
enough power to have access to the government. However, they 
could be outsiders because they choose to be — for ideological 
reasons, for example. 

After you read 8.2.1.B:

1. Where do outsider 

groups get their 

power from?

2. How do outsider 

groups try to influence 

government?

Exercise

Put the words and phrases into the correct place in the table.Activity

access to policy-makers (often) little radical goals 

a lot moderate goals elite grassroots 

no/limited access to policy-makers

Insider Groups 2XWVLGHU�*URXSV

Closeness to government

Use of the media

Goals

Support from...

1. What are some of the factors that make CSOs powerful?

2. Think of an CBO, NGO or social movement in your country. 

Explain three factors that affect the power of that group.

Discussion

Rank these in order of importance for CBOs. What do you 

notice about your list?

wealth size organisation and leadership ideology

grassroots support closeness to the government

ReflectionReflection
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8.2.2 CSO Strategies
A. Lobbying 
-� NXVVXW� `Lb� NS_SÜ� \XNSP]b� LN]X[\� SW¼^PWNP� Y^MÜSN� YXÜSNb�
is through lobbying�� />:\� ][b� ]X� SW¼^PWNP� VPVMP[\� XQ� ]RP�
government through meetings, phone calls or writing letters. 
Politicians often listen to lobbyists to understand the needs 
and concerns of the group the lobbyists represent. Lobbyists 
][b� ]X� YP[\^LOP� ]RP� âX_P[WVPW]� ]X� VLUP� OPNS\SXW\� ]RL]� MPWP»]�
their group or interest. For example, they might try to convince 
members of the legislature to vote for or against a proposed law or 
to get the executive to make or change policies.

Many people see lobbying as a legitimate political activity, but 
it also has dangers. Professional lobbyists are very expensive 
MPNL^\P� ]RPb� âS_P� â[X^Y\� ]RP� LMSÜS]b� ]X� SWN[PL\P� ]RPS[� SW¼^PWNP�
on the government. For this reason, lobbying has been criticised 
because it means that groups with more money and power can 
“buy” the support of the government. 

How might CSOs try to 

influence government, 

and why?

Preview...

The Myitsone dam project was announced in 2001. Following 
this, the Myanmar government communicated with 
representatives from the construction industry to decide who 
would implement the building project. 

In 2006, the China Power Investment Corporation (CPI) made 
an agreement with the government to start work on the dam. 
,Q� ������ ��� OHDGHUV� IURP�.DFKLQ� 6WDWH� DVNHG�*HQHUDO�7KDQ�
Shwe and the Ministry of Electric Power to cancel the project. 

The Burma Rivers Network (BRN) sent a letter to the Chinese government requesting that 
Chinese companies in Myanmar should have to do environmental and social impact 
assessments. The BRN also asked companies to release information publicly, and to consider 
opinions of affected communities in decision-making processes. 

*RYHUQPHQW�PLQLVWHU�=DZ�0LQ�UHVSRQGHG�WR�WKLV�E\�VD\LQJ�WKDW� WKH�0\LWVRQH�GDP�SURMHFW�KDG�
started after an environmental impact assessment was completed. However, the results of this 
assessment were not released publicly. 

On 30 September 2011, President Thein Sein announced that the project would be suspended. 
The President of CPI responded by warning that stopping construction could lead to legal action 
and has been putting pressure on the Myanmar government to restart the project ever since.

Focus on Myanmar
The Myitsone Dam Project

Discussion
1. What examples of lobbying can you see in the Myitsone 

Dam example? 

2. How effective was it?

After you read 8.2.2.A:

Do you think lobbying is 

undemocratic? Why or 

why not?

Discussion

 The Myitsone Dam site.
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B. Advocacy
-O_XNLNb� S\� `RPW� LW� SWOS_SO^LÜ� X[� L� â[X^Y� ][SP\� ]X� SW¼^PWNP�
government actions and policies by raising awareness about a 
YL[]SN^ÜL[� S\\^P� X[� NL^\P�� 5]� SW¼^PWNP\� ]RP� âX_P[WVPW]� SWOS[PN]Üb�
by affecting public opinion on an issue. There are many strategies 
used by advocacy groups including media campaigns, speeches 
and publishing research reports. The main aim of these activities 
is to increase public support for the kinds of policies that the 
group wants. It is a strategy that is often used by outsider groups 
to defend the rights of marginalised groups in society.

C. Demonstrations
8SUP� LO_XNLNb�� ]RP� LSV� XQ� L� OPVXW\][L]SXW� S\� ]X� SW¼^PWNP� ]RP�
government by making people aware of an issue. However, 
while advocacy tries to do this by presenting information, 
demonstrations try to get public support by creating an event that 
people — and the media — cannot ignore. Demonstrations can be 
dramatic events, so even a very short video on the television news 
can have a very big impact on public opinion. 

Demonstrations and other kinds of direct action are strategies 
that require few resources (e.g. money or skilled staff). This makes 
]RPV�YXY^ÜL[�`S]R�/>:\� ]RL]�OX�WX]�RL_P� ]RP�YX`P[� ]X� SW¼^PWNP�
government directly.

D. Strikes
A strike is when workers stop work in order to force an employer 
to agree to their demands. These demands are usually related to 
working conditions or pay (for example when factory workers 
stop working until the management listens to their concerns 
about safety).

However, the goal of a strike can also be very political. For 
example, doctors might go on strike because the government is 
reducing the health care budget. Like demonstrations, strikes 
can attract media and public attention to an issue. However, they 
also make use of these groups’ economic power by stopping the 
goods and/or services that they provide. This can cause people to 
get angry with the government and put more pressure on them to 
change their policies. 

1. Which marginalised groups do CSOs advocate for in 

your country? 

2. How successful are these CSOs at achieving their goals?

3. What examples of advocacy can you see in the Myitsone 

Dam example? How effective were they?

Discussion

1. Which of these strategies are more likely to be used by 

insider groups?

2. Which of these strategies are more likely to be used by 

outsider groups?

 A teachers' strike in Chicago, USA.

Exercise
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The 8888 Uprising was a series of marches, demonstrations and protests against Ne Win's BSPP 
government. On 5 September 1987, Ne Win announced the withdrawal of new currency notes. 
Students were angry at the government's decision because their savings for tuition fees were 
LQVWDQWO\� ORVW��7KH�VWXGHQWV�DQJHU� LQFUHDVHG�DIWHU�D�¿JKW� LQ�D�<DQJRQ� WHD�VKRS��6RPH�VWXGHQWV�
ZHUH� LQMXUHG� LQ� WKH�¿JKW��EXW� WKH�RWKHUV� LQYROYHG�ZHUH�QRW�SXQLVKHG��7KH�YLROHQW� UHDFWLRQ�RI� WKH�
police to these events caused the students to protest against the police and the government.  

These student-led protests were quickly joined by other citizens including government workers, 
monks, air force and navy personnel, teachers and hospital staff. Pamphlets and posters 
appeared on the streets, dissident newspapers were freely published, and marches and 
speeches calling for change took place frequently.

A general strike began on 8 August 1988. Mass demonstrations were held across Burma as 
ethnic minorities, Buddhists, Muslims, Christians, students, workers and the young and old all 
demonstrated against the government. In Mandalay Division, a more organised strike 
committee was led by lawyers. This committee focused on multi-party democracy and human 
rights. Farmers who were also angry with the government's economic policies joined the 
protests in Rangoon. In one village, 2,000 of the 5,000 inhabitants also went on strike.

The uprising is still remembered and honoured today. On 8 August every year, demonstrations 
and events are held around the world to remember the event.

Focus on Myanmar
The 8888 Uprising

1. How do CSOs try to influence government in your country 

today? How successful are they?

2. Which strategies put the most pressure on government? 

Why?

Discussion

Do you think that it is acceptable for doctors, police officers 

and teachers to go on strike to demand better working 

conditions? Why?

ReflectionReflection

Chapter 8

1. What examples of demonstrations can you see in the 8888 

Uprising example? What were the demonstrators trying to 

achieve?

2. What examples of strikes can you see in the 8888 uprising 

example? What were the strikers trying to achieve?

Discussion

1. Look at the timeline. Which events have involved civil 

society actors? How did these actors affect politics in these 

events?

2. Which of the CSO strategies (lobbying, advocacy, 

demonstrations and strikes) were used during these 

timeline events?

Activity
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8.2.3 CSOs and Society
A. Advantages
When people participate in civil society, they make use of the 
rights to freedom of association and freedom of assembly. This 
promotes civic participation and strengthens democracy. 

Civil society organisations put pressure on the government to pay 
attention to the needs and concerns of ordinary citizens. This 
creates more accountability and transparency in government and 
increases political participation. 

Another advantage of CSOs is their ability to provide 
humanitarian and development aid directly to marginalised 
communities, especially in isolated and war-affected areas. A 
strong civil society often empowers groups to address issues 
affecting their communities. 

B. Problems and Challenges
Some people claim that civil society actors have now obtained a 
large amount of political power without anyone directly electing 
or appointing them. 

Another criticism of CSOs is that their structure is often 
undemocratic. Some are dependent on leaders who manage 
the organisation in a top-down way. For young people in these 
organisations, there is often little space to challenge opinions or 
discuss decisions made by senior leaders. 

Another problem is that many people think that "civil society" 
is the solution to all of society’s problems. In countries where 
government services are weak, there can be a danger of unrealistic 
hopes and beliefs about what civil society can do.

Are powerful CSOs 

good or bad for 

society? Why?

Preview...

After you read 8.2.3:

1. How do CSOs weaken 

democracy?

2. How do CSOs 

promote democracy?

Discussion

�7KH�ÀUVW�0\DQPDU�:RPHQ·V�
)RUXP�ZDV�RUJDQLVHG�E\�WKH�:RPHQ·V�
Organisations Network (WON) and 
WKH�:RPHQ·V�/HDJXH�RI�%XUPD��:/%��
in 2013. Both organisations work for 
women's empowerment.

http://womenofburma.org/

https://www.facebook.com/WONMM
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a. Insider groups can make inequality worse by 
giving powerful groups even more influence in 
politics. 

b. They introduce more ideas and views into 
political discussions so that the government 
(and society) becomes more informed and 
produces better policies.

c. CSOs are often very passionate about the issues 
they are dealing with. This can cause conflict if 
these issues are controversial or sensitive. 

d. CSOs (especially social movements) are "free 
schools of democracy" where members can 
learn the skills of how to participate in politics.

e. They are one of the checks and balances that 
limit and control government power. They 
make the government more accountable by 
putting pressure on them to do what they 
promise and to protect the rights of minorities. 

f. They have power, but no accountability to 
anyone. This means that they are not as 
legitimate as governments or parties, but they 
still have strong influence on politics.

g. The information that CSOs provide (reports, 
etc.) can help the government to make accurate 
decisions and effective policies. 

h. Unelected lobbyists and insider groups 
undermine electoral politics by having more 
power to take part in politics than average 
citizens.

i. They make politics very difficult because 
politicians need to balance the needs of many 
different powerful groups when they are 
making policy. 

j. They allow social groups that are ignored by 
political parties to represent their interest to 
government and society.

%HQH¿WV Dangers

Equality

Discussion and debate

Accountability

Participation

Decision making

Put the statements about CSOs in the correct place in 

the table. Activity

Chapter 8
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1. Match the CSOs with the correct descriptions (a-d).

2. Match the CSOs and their descriptions with the correct 

aims (i-xv).

Activity

Child Labour ProjectTh
e

-S
tan

dard of Living-

The 

S.O.L.
Program,
Myanmar

Protection 
From Abuse and 

Neglect

Safe 
Space

1. 2.
3.

Gateway To  Education 
An "Access to Education" Program

a. Helping students to express their opinions, 
and giving them access to information about 
social justice issues, is the best way to 
promote democratic participation as adults. 
This project will work with schools to ensure 
that students’ opinions are heard on issues 
of importance to them. It will:

b. Many children in our country are forced to 
work in dangerous jobs from an early age. 
This project is essential to protect children 
from abuses, and ensure that they grow up 
in a situation which will allow them to develop 
fully. It will:

c. A decent standard of living is essential to 
the healthy development of children, and 
their future ability to contribute positively to 
society. This project will raise the standard 
of living in our country so that children can 
develop fully. It will:

d. Abuse and neglect affects the most 
defenceless members of society. Victims 
may grow up physically, mentally and 
emotionally handicapped as a result. This 
project aims to eliminate physical and mental 
abuse, exploitation and neglect of children 
and young people. It will:

4.

i. Produce curriculum on human rights and 
social justice issues, understanding of 
students’ own culture and the cultures of 
RWKHUV��SHDFHIXO�FRQÀLFW�UHVROXWLRQ��DQG�
environmental education

ii. Set up education and counselling for parents 
on issues of abuse and neglect, and train 
social workers, police and health care 
workers

iii. Promote construction of affordable housing 
with sanitary facilities

iv. Set up agricultural programmes to enable 
families to meet their basic nutritional needs

v. Educate teachers about equality in the 
classroom

vi. Organise food cooperatives to make basic 
food items more affordable

vii. Set up programmes in schools and youth 
groups about getting away from abuse and 
neglect, saying "no" to drugs-, and dealing 
with sexual abuse and exploitation

viii. Advise the Ministry of Education and provide 
information to parents on how young people 
can develop the skills and attitudes needed 
for life in a diverse society

ix. Establish a reporting system for children and 
young people who are being forced to work 
at an early age

x. Pay special attention to the situation of 
minority children, who are more likely to be 
involved in child labour

xi. Provide support services to families who 
need their children’s income

xii. Establish drop-in centres where young 
people may receive advice and counselling 
about abuse and neglect

xiii. Work with the government to establish 
a minimum working age and regulate 
conditions of employment

xiv. Distribute food to the hungry
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Chapter 8

CSO Checklist

1. Name of CSO: ______________________________________________________

2. Issue(s) the CSO focuses on:

_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

3. Main aim(s) of the organisation (may be more than one aim):

��To provide a service ___

��To change government policy ___

��To change people’s behaviour/attitude ___

��Other (explain) ___________________________________________

4. Type of activity(ies) which the group engages in:

��/REE\LQJ��WU\LQJ�WR�LQÀXHQFH�SROLWLFLDQV��BBB

��Campaigning (organising activities to attract public interest) ___

��Awareness raising (education programmes, using media, etc) ___

��Nonviolent direct action (protests, boycotts, strikes) ___

��Providing goods or services to communities who need them ___

��Other ___________________________________________________

Our Organisation, Part 2
Look at the list of statements and the budget that your group 

made at the start of this chapter. Use that and the information 

from this chapter to complete the checklist:

Activity

1. Why did you choose these strategies?

2. How did your size and budget affect your decision?

3. Do you think this organisation would be effective in 

achieving its core goal? Why or why not?

ReflectionReflection

1. Do you think that CSOs and social movements are good 

or bad for society?

2. Why are some Myanmar CSOs more successful than 

others?

Discussion
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9.1 Political Parties

9.1.1 Political Parties
A. Features of Political Parties
Political parties are groups of people who have similar opinions 
about politics. They often share interests, identity or ideology and 
work together to achieve their political goals. 

People form political parties:
�� to have a louder voice in society
�� to make suggestions about what kind of policies the government 

should make
�� to promote their ideas and values to the public
�� to support party candidates running in elections.

Political parties try to gain political power by having as many 
party members as possible elected to the legislature and/or 
executive. They aim to win a majority of seats in the legislature 
(in parliamentary systems) or win a popular vote for the executive 
(in presidential systems). If they succeed, they become the "ruling 
party" and control the government. All other parties are known as 
opposition parties.

What is a political 

party?

Preview...

 Seats in the Pyithu Hluttaw structure after the 2012 Myanmar by-election.
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B. Organisation of Political Parties
There are three levels to each political party. 

1. The members of the party who are trying to become elected to 
the government (politicians).

2. Full-time or part-time party workers. These people receive 
a salary from the party and carry out the daily activities of 
running the party.

3. The party membership. Some might be involved in party 
organisation; others might volunteer time or donate money to 
the party. 

Our Political Party: Identity
1. Individually, write down the three most important values 

that you think society should have.

2. Form a group with people with similar ideas to yours. Decide 

whether your group will focus on community, regional or 

country-wide issues.

3. Draft an agenda for a meeting to define your political 

identity. In the meeting, you should answer the following 

questions:

a. What are the biggest social, economic and political 

problems facing our community/region/country?

b. What is our ideology? Is it more socialist, liberal, 

conservative or somewhere in between?

c. What name do we give our party? Why does this name 

express our political identity? Can you think of a symbol 

that represents our political identity?

Activity

Our Political Party: Roles
Each member of the group should have a role in the party. 

There are three roles to choose from (limited roles should be 

chosen either by consensus or majority vote):

a. The Chairperson. Your task is to make sure that your 

group follows a decision-making process (from chapter 

6) during your meetings. You are also responsible 

for making sure that everyone has a fair chance of 

expressing their opinion.

b. The Spokesperson. The spokesperson is responsible for 

explaining your party to the other members of the class. 

Try to appeal to the students who have not yet joined a 

party, and try to win over members from other parties, 

particularly those closest to your ideology. 

c. Writers. Writers are responsible for writing all the 

documents and speeches that will be produced by the 

party.

Activity

Chapter 9
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9.1.2 Party Functions
The main function of a political party is to help people organise 
themselves so that they can achieve more as a group than they 
can alone. In this way, parties form one voice that represents its 
members to the government and the rest of society. Some other 
functions of political parties include: 

A. Providing Alternatives to Government 
Policy

Parties offer suggestions on public policy. Parties research and 
discuss ways that the government could manage the country 
better, and then present these ideas to the public. 

A manifesto is a document that outlines a party’s suggestions 
for better public policies. Manifestos include political goals and 
details of steps that the party will take to achieve their goals if 
they become the government. 

When political parties present their manifestos to the people, 
they need to explain them. This requires political education and 
awareness raising about the issues addressed in their manifesto. 
This helps to give people a better understanding of the current 
situation by providing information about social and political 
problems and explaining their causes and effects. 

Manifestos also describe how the party’s policies would solve 
these problems. Opposition party manifestos might also explain 
how the current government's policies are failing to solve these 
problems. This is an important part of democratic politics because 
it supports pluralism and public debate.

B. Choosing and Supporting Candidates in 
Elections

When there is an election for a position in government, parties 
select members and support them in their election campaign. 
Parties choose candidates in different ways. In some countries, 
such as the USA, the supporters of a party choose its candidates. In 
other countries, like India, party leaders often choose which party 
members will contest an election. After a candidate is chosen, 
parties help them to organise their election campaign. 

During the campaign, the party assists its candidates in different 
ways. Party workers might give information to the media, write 
speeches or do research. This helps candidates to understand 
the needs and concerns of the voters and communicate them 
effectively. Other party members might hand out pamphlets, put 
up posters or organise events. These activities are very important 
to mobilise public support at the grassroots level.

What do political 

parties do?

Preview...

After you read 9.1.2.A:

Who should be mainly 

responsible for political 

education? Parties, the 

government or civil 

society? Why?

Discussion

After you read 9.1.2.B:

In what ways do better-

funded parties have an 

advantage during an 

election campaign? 

Discussion
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C. Acting as a Bridge between the 
Government and the People

Like civil society organisations, parties can provide people with 
opportunities to participate in politics. Social groups can express 
their wants, needs and concerns to the government by forming or 
supporting political parties.

This increases people’s ability to criticise the government if it is 
not performing well. Political parties can listen to the concerns of 
their supporters and bring them to the government with a louder, 
clearer voice. This is an important part of making sure that the 
government is accountable. However, this closeness to the people 
also means that politicians need to be honest and work hard for 
their supporters. If they don’t, they will lose support and decrease 
their political power. 

D. Promoting Stability in Politics
Some people argue that parties make politics more organised. This 
is because parties are able to present well-researched suggestions 
that represent the opinions of large groups of people. If party 
members all share the same opinion about a policy decision, 
it makes it easier for legislatures to make decisions quickly and 
effectively. 

Parties can also promote stability by developing political leaders. 
Political parties provide their members with training and the 
experience of political leadership. By taking part in party politics, 
professional politicians get the skills, knowledge and experience 
that are needed to lead government ministries. 

Our Political Party: Goals
1. In your groups, discuss:

a. What is your top priority? 
b. What are your other goals? 
c. What is the best situation for the people of this 

community/region/country? Specifically:
the political situation
the social situation
the economic situation

2. Present your ideas to the class.

Activity

After you read 9.1.2.C/D:

1. Do parties act as 

a bridge between 

the people and the 

government in your 

country? Why or why 

not?

2. Do parties promote 

stability in your 

country? Why or why 

not?

3. Do you agree that 

parties produce better 

political leaders? Why 

or why not?

Discussion

Chapter 9
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9.1.3 Party Systems
A party system is the environment and structure that parties exist 
in. There are different relationships between political parties in 
different countries. This is based on several factors including the 
political culture of that country and the way that the government 
is designed in the constitution. There are three main party systems:

A. Dominant-party Systems 
In a dominant-party system, one party is so popular (or powerful) 
that it is the only party with a good chance of winning elections. 
This system is common in countries that got their independence 
from a colonial power after a liberation struggle. In this case, 
]RP� YXÜS]SNLÜ� X[�VSÜS]L[b� X[âLWS\L]SXW� ]RL]� `XW� ]RP� NXW¼SN]� XQ]PW�
becomes the ruling party of the country for many years. This is 
often because of the legitimacy it got from leading the country to 
independence and/or the power it gained during the struggle. 

Examples include ZANU-PF in Zimbabwe (in power since 
independence in 1980), or the African National Congress of South 
Africa (in power since the end of Apartheid in 1994). A more 
extreme version of this is the “single-party state”, where there 
is only one party and forming other parties is against the law. 
Examples of this system include the authoritarian regimes in 
China and North Korea. 

What is a "party 

system"?

Preview...

Our Political Party: Manifesto
1. In groups, think of your ideal situations from the Goals 

Activity on page 151. Decide on some policies for your 

party that will help you achieve these goals. 

What we would do to achieve the best situation:
a.  We would stop...
b.  We would continue...
c.  We would create...

2. Present your ideas to the class.

Activity

  North Korea is one of the few 
communist states in the world today. 
It is also an example of a single-party 
state.
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B. Two-party Systems
Two-party systems are dominated by two major political parties. 
Other smaller parties exist, but only two parties are able to get 
enough votes to win an election. 

These parties are usually popular enough that they can win 
enough votes to have a majority in the legislature. In this system, 
power usually changes between the parties every two or three 
elections. Two-party systems are usually very competitive because 
what is bad for one party is good for the other. This leads to a 
\S]^L]SXW� `RP[P� NXXYP[L]SXW� SW� âX_P[WVPW]� NLW� MP� OSQ»N^Ü]��
Two-party systems are more common in single member district 
electoral systems. Examples of this kind of system include the UK, 
France and the USA.

C. Multiparty Systems 
A multiparty system is when more than two parties have a good 
chance of coming to power, either on their own or by joining with 
other parties in a “coalition”. A coalition is when two or more 
competing political parties join together to increase their chances 
of winning an election. They usually do this to get enough votes to 
form a majority in the legislature. 

Coalitions can either happen before or after an election (once 
the votes have been counted and there is no clear winner). In 
this system, the government is often made when several parties 
come together to make a coalition government. In a coalition 
government, the different parties share the responsibilities of 
running the state. For example, the Minister of Education will 
come from one party and the Minster for Health will come from 
another. Multiparty systems are more common in proportional 
representation electoral systems, such as those used in Brazil, 
Germany and Israel.

Chapter 9

After you read 9.1.3:

1. What is the role 

of conflict and 

cooperation in party 

systems?

2. What are the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

the different party 

systems?

3. How does the 

electoral system affect 

the party system?

4. How would you 

describe the party 

system in your 

country? Is it 

changing? How?

Discussion

 Left: In the USA, there are two main parties: the Republicans and Democrats, whose logos are an elephant and a donkey 
respectively. Elections in the US are fought between these two parties; Right: President Barack Obama (on the left) is a Democrat 
and President George W. Bush is a Republican.
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Reading Election Results
1. Read the most recent election results (in blue) for each 

of the countries and decide if each has a dominant party 

system, a two-party system or a multi-party system. 

2. Read the previous election results and decide if each 

country's system has changed over time. 

Activity

South Africa Seats (out of 400)
Political Party 1994 Election 1999 Election 2004 Election 2009 Election
African National Congress 252 266 279 264
Democratic Party 7 38 50 67
Inkatha Freedom Party 43 34 28 18
New National Party 
(formerly National Party)

82 28 7 -

United Democratic 
Movement

- 14 9 4

Source : South Africa Independent Electoral Commission

Sri Lanka Seats (out of 225)
Political Party 2000 election 2001 election 2004 election 2010 election
People’s Alliance 107 77 - -
United People's Freedom 
Alliance

- - 105 144

United National Party 89 109 82 -
United National Front - - 82 60
Tamil United Liberation 
Front

5 15 - -

Source : Department of Elections, Sri Lanka

Malaysia % of Seats
Political Party 1999 election 2004 election 2008 election 2013 election

Ruling Coalition United Malays 
National 
2UJDQLVDWLRQ�

36.98 49.8 35.6 39.64

Malaysian Chinese 
Association 

15.10 14.2 6.8 3.15

Malaysian Indian 
Congress 

3.65 4.1 1.4 1.80

Total Ruling 76.56 90.4 63.1 59.91
Opposition coalition Democratic Action 

Party
5.21 5.5 12.6 17.12

Islamic Party of 
Malaysia 

14.06 3.2 10.4 9.46

People's Justice 
Party 

2.60 0.5 14.0 13.51

Total Opposition 21.88 9.2 36.9 40.09
Source : Election Commission of Malaysia (http://www.spr.gov.my)
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9.2 Kinds of Parties

9.2.1 Mass Parties and 
Membership Parties
There are two important kinds of political party: “membership” 
parties and “mass” parties.

A. Membership Parties
Membership parties usually have a smaller number of supporters. 
This is because they often have strict ideologies that party 
members share. As a result, these parties expect a lot from their 
members and generally have a very close relationship with them. 

Their policies are based on their ideology and values. This makes 
it more likely that members will agree with each other, and 
promotes strong unity among party members. On the other 
hand, they often get less support from non-members because not 
P_P[bXWP�SW�\XNSP]b�Lâ[PP\�`S]R�]RPS[�\YPNS»N�SOPXÜXâb�

Examples of membership parties include some nationalist parties, 
communist parties and parties based on ethnicity or religion. 

B. Mass Parties 
Mass parties try to get as much support as possible. For this 
reason they do not expect a lot of participation from their 
nonprofessional members. A mass party's main goal is to get as 
many votes as possible. A common word for mass parties is “catch 
all” parties because they suggest policies that try to “catch” as 
many supporters as possible. 

As a result, mass parties do not usually have very strict ideologies. 
Their ideology is usually in the middle: not too liberal, not too 
socialist and not too conservative. However, because they try to 
represent so many different voices and opinions, party members 
do not always agree with each other. This means that this kind of 
YL[]b�S\�âPWP[LÜÜb�ÜP\\�^WS»PO�]RLW�VPVMP[\RSY�YL[]SP\�

Where do parties get 

their support from?

Preview...

Chapter 9

After you read 9.2.1:

Look at the three 

different party systems 

in 9.1.3. In which of 

these systems would 

membership parties be 

more successful? What 

about mass parties?

Exercise

Look at the actors list. Choose six political parties and put 

them on the spectrum in the correct place. 

membership parties mass parties

Activity

Which of these two 

kinds of party are more 

successful in your 

country? Why?

Discussion
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9.2.2 Left-wing and Right-wing 
Parties
Often the terms left-wing and right-wing (or just left and 
right) are used to describe the ideology of political parties. 
This description came from the French National Assembly 
(the legislature) during the 18th century. In this assembly, the 
supporters of the liberal revolution sat on the left, and the 
supporters of the old system (a monarchy) sat on the right. Since 
then, “left” and “right” have been used to describe the differences 
between the social and economic policies of different parties. 
Parties that do not have strong views (or have a mixture of views) 
are called “centrist”. Some of the main features of left- and right-
wing ideologies are:

A. Left-wing
�� important values:  Solidarity, social justice, and equality.
�� politiCal attitude:  Moderate or radical (in favour of 

change).
�� views on equality:  Support equality of outcome.
�� liberty:  Economic equality over economic freedom.
�� Common poliCies:  Social welfare, high taxation on the rich, 

national health service, laws against discrimination, regulation.

B. Right-wing
�� important values:  Individualism, economic freedom.
�� politiCal attitude:  Usually conservative.
�� views on equality:  Support equality of opportunity only.
�� liberty:  Economic freedom over economic equality.
�� Common poliCies:  Privatisation, deregulation.

What are "left-wing" 

and "right-wing" 

parties?

Preview...

Our Political Party: Strategy
1. Decide on the best strategy for your party. Answer the 

following questions:

a. How can we increase support for our party?
b. Which social groups share our goals? 
c. Would we be willing to change our values to get more 

support? Why or why not?
d. Would we be willing to change our manifesto to get more 

support? Why or why not?
2. Present your ideas to the class.

 A 1960s election poster by the 
British Conservative ("Tory")
Party. It uses racist feelings to 
encourage people to vote for them.

Activity
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Political Quotes
Read the statements and decide if they are left-wing or right-

wing.

3. taxes don’t 
interfere with 
my liBerty, 
poverty does!

2. i Believe that if we have 
total economic freedom, then 
only the Best individuals and 
groups (including Businesses) 
will Be successful and we 
will live in a Better society!

9. i Believe that the 
freedom to Be 
economically successful 
is much more important 
than equality!

4. the government 
has a responsiBility 
to protect women, 
ethnic minorities and 
homosexuals against 
discrimination!

1. the government 
should support 
those who 
cannot support 
themselves!

7. unregulated 
Businesses make 
more money and 
this improves the 
economy!

5. we should 
regulate Big 
Businesses so that 
they serve the 
people’s interests!

6. if i have more money, 
i should Be allowed to 
keep it, and Buy Better 
education and health 
services for me and my 
family!

8. it is our 
responsiBility 
to look after 
ourselves, not 
the government!

10. a Big welfare state will 
make people healthier, 
more aBle to work and 
so it will improve the 
economy!

11. i shouldn’t 
have to pay for 
someone else’s 
education or 
health service!

12. we need high 
taxation to 
redistriBute 
wealth to those 
who need it most!

Chapter 9

Activity

1. Put these ideologies in the correct place on the diagram 

on the next page.

a.  l iberalism
b.  conser vatism
c.  socialism

d.  communism
e.  anarchism
f.  l ibertarianism

2. In pairs, discuss your answers. 

Activity
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a. The Liberal Party of the Philippines 
The Liberal Party's ideology includes a commitment to "an open, diverse, democratic society, based on a 
market economy, political openness, and an honest, effective government that will serve the interests of the 
majority of Filipinos."

b. Democratic Action Party (DAP) of Malaysia 
DAP’s ideology is that all Malaysians should have equal access to educational and economic opportunities. 
DAP says that equality does not exist under the current system. The party believes that Malaysia should 
uphold the values of democracy and human rights.

c. The Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) 
The CPV is the only legal political party in that country, and is in control of the state’s institutions, 
including the civil bureaucracy, military, police, the courts and the state-controlled media.

d. Partai Amanat Nasional (National Mandate Party) (PAN)
PAN's ideology includes respect for the rule of the people, a commitment to democracy, progress and social 
MXVWLFH�ZLWK�URRWV�LQ�UHOLJLRXV�YDOXHV��7KH�SDUW\¶V�LGHRORJ\�LV�EDVHG�RQ�¿YH�SULQFLSOHV��Pancasila): religion, 
community, unity, representative democracy and social justice.

e. The Nepali Congress Party (NC) 
The NC supports a democratic society based on the value of pluralism. The party claims to avoid the 
dangers of extreme left and extreme right ideologies. The NC has a centrist ideology. It wants to promote 
economic growth at the same time as protecting social justice and equality.

1. Put the political parties below onto the diagram. 

2. Look at the actors list and add six more political parties 

to the diagram. 

3. Add other political parties that you know to the diagram.

4. In groups, compare your diagrams and discuss the 

differences. 

Activity

Authoritarian

5LJKW�
wing

Democratic

Left-
wing

��BSPP
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9.2.3 Problems with Political 
Parties
A. Parties Can Be Undemocratic 
In some parties the leaders control the other party members. 
These leaders don’t allow the other members to express their 
opinions or make decisions. When making decisions, party leaders 
do not have meetings or votes to see what all the members want. 
Party leaders help their friends get positions of power in the party. 

B. Parties Can Be Influenced by Wealthy 
Donors 

Election campaigns are very expensive. To pay for these 
campaigns, parties often try to get the support of rich individuals 
or companies. This gives these rich people and large businesses a 
ÜX]�XQ�YXÜS]SNLÜ�YX`P[�MPNL^\P�]RPb�RL_P�L�ÜX]�XQ�SW¼^PWNP�X_P[�]RP�
parties they support. This can cause party leaders to value money 
more than ideology or the needs of the people.

C. Parties are Becoming Very Similar
In some countries (especially in two-party systems) the only 
political parties that can win an election are mass parties. These 
parties need as many votes as possible, so they try to have popular 
policies and a weak ideology. As a result, they are becoming more 
and more similar. Voters do not have a choice between parties 
with very different ideologies and manifestos. As a result, politics 
is often reduced to personal attacks about the private lives of 
politicians or other unimportant issues. This is a big cause of the 
“democratic deficit” that is happening in many countries. People 
do not feel like they have the opportunity to vote for a party that 
will make any political changes. This makes them not want to vote 
at all.

What are some 

problems of political 

parties?

Preview...

After you read 9.2.3:

1. When you formed your 

party, was the process 

democratic? Was it 

easy? Why?

2. Was your party similar 

to other groups' 

parties? How? What 

things were different? 

Why?

ReflectionReflection

Our Political Party: Ideology
1. Discuss where you would put your political party on the 

ideology diagram.

2. Make a presentation to the class to explain your decision.

Chapter 9

Activity

1. What are the problems with political parties?

2. Could governments work without political parties?

3. In what ways do parties support democracy?

4. What can be done to solve some of the problems faced by 

political parties?

Discussion



3 Review
Unit 3 Mind Map

Complete the mind map with important ideas you have learned in Unit 3.

Comprehension

1. :KDW�DUH�WKH�DGYDQWDJHV�DQG�GDQJHUV�RI�EDVLQJ�SROLF\�GHFLVLRQV�RQ�SXEOLF�RSLQLRQ"

2. :KDW�LV�UHTXLUHG�IRU�IUHHGRP�RI�WKH�SUHVV"

3. :KDW�DUH�WKH�DGYDQWDJHV�DQG�GLVDGYDQWDJHV�RI�VWDWH�FRQWUROOHG�PHGLD"

4. :KDW�DUH�WKH�DGYDQWDJHV�DQG�GLVDGYDQWDJHV�RI�SULYDWH�PHGLD"

5. :KDW�LV�PHGLD�PDQDJHPHQW"

6. :KDW�LV�FLYLO�VRFLHW\"

7. :KDW�LV�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�D�VHUYLFH�DQG�DQ�DGYRFDF\�1*2"

8. :KDW�LV�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�OREE\LQJ�DQG�DGYRFDF\"

9. :KDW�LV�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�LQVLGHU�DQG�RXWVLGHU�&62�VWUDWHJLHV"

10. :KDW�DUH�WKH�DGYDQWDJHV�DQG�GLVDGYDQWDJHV�RI�&62V"

11. :KDW�GR�SROLWLFDO�SDUWLHV�GR"

12. :KDW�LV�D�FRDOLWLRQ�JRYHUQPHQW"

13. :KDW�LV�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�D�PDVV�DQG�D�PHPEHUVKLS�SDUW\"

14. :KDW�LV�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�D�ULJKW��DQG�D�OHIW�ZLQJ�SDUW\"

15. :KDW�DUH�VRPH�SUREOHPV�RI�SROLWLFDO�SDUWLHV"

Actors

Media

Private

State-
controlled
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Unit 3 Glossary

activism (n) – 
vIyf&Sm;ajymif;vJa&;vkyfaqmifrI

blacklist (n) – trnfysufpm&if;

blog (n) – bavmh*f

bloggers (n) – bavmh*f*grsm; 

bureaucracy (n) – AsL½dkua&pD? 
BudK;eDpepf

campaign (v)  – vIyf&Sm;rI

censor (v) – qifqm

corporation (n) – aumfydka&;&Sif;?

democratic deficit (n) – 'Drdkua&pD 
usifhokH;rI tm;enf;vmrI

development bank (n) – 
zGHUNzdK;a&;bPf

direct action (n) – 
wdkuf½dkufvkyfaqmifcsuf

emergency relief (n) – 
ta&;ay:ulnDu,fq,fay;a&;

exile (adj) – wdkif;jynfrS 
ESifxkwfonf^jcif;

grassroots (n) – tajccHvlwef;pm;

humanitarian (aid) (n) – 
vlom;csif;pmemaxmufxm; 
rIqkdif&m (tultnD)

impact assessment 
(n) – oufa&mufrIudk 
avhvmqef;pdpfjcif;

individualism (n) – 
wpfOD;wpfa,mufjzpfjcif;? 
yk*¾vdujzpfjcif;

leak (n) – aygufMum;rI

left-wing (adj) – vuf0J,drf;

liberation struggle (n) – 
vGwfajrmufa&;BudK;yrf;rI

livelihood (n) – touftdk;tdrf

lobby (v) – pnf;½Hk;qGJaqmifonf?

manifesto (n) – aMumfjimpmwrf;? 
jyefwrf;

market (n) – aps;uGuf

micro-credit (n) – 
aiGaMu;csdKUwJholrsm;twGuf acs;aiG 
acs;ay;jcif;? tao;pm; acs;aiG

(government) performance (n) – 

(tpdk;&) vkyfaqmifEdkifrI

petition (n) – avQmufvTm? 
toem;cHpm 

platform (n) – rsufESmpm? 
rl0g'vrf;pOf

poll (n) – ppfwrf;aumuf,lrI

press conference (n) – 
owif;pm&Sif;vif;yGJ

pressure group (n) – 
zdtm;ay;tzGJU/ (tpdk;&? 
tzGJUtpnf;wpf&yf&yfudk) 
¤if;wdkYOD;wnfonfh 
udpöwpf&yftwGuf 
enf;trsdK;rsdK;jzifh 
ta&;qdkaomtzGJU

privatisation (n) – 
yk*¾vduydkifjyKvkyfjcif;/

public interest (n) – 
trsm;jynfolUtusdK;

right-wing (adj) – vuf,m,drf;

scrutiny (n) – rsufpda'gufaxmuf 
pdwfppfaq;jcif;

spin (n) – vlxk\
xifjrifcsuftm; vGrf;rdk;Edkif&ef 
owif;vSnfywfjcif;jzifh 
BudK;pm;azmfxkwfjcif;

strike (n) – oydwfarSmufjcif;

trade union (n) – tvkyform; 
or*¾¾
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 − 1885 Third Anglo-Burmese War: Trade dispute and concerns over French interest in 
Burma causes the British to demand King Thibaw to give up some of his power. King Thibaw 
refuses and the British invade, remove him from power and take direct control of central Burma 
and indirect control of the Frontier Areas. 

 − 1920 University boycott: Students protest against the University Act. The Act established 
British control over the universities, set high tuition fees and required a high level of English. 
Students succeed in lobbying for the opening of National Schools not controlled by the British. 
National Day (November 22) commemorates the beginning of this strike.

 − 1930 Founding of the Dobama Asiayone (We Burmese Association): Members 
call themselves Thakin ("master"). Most of its membership are students and other young 
intellectuals unhappy with British rule.

 − 1930 – 1931 Saya San Rebellion: Peasants fall into debt and lose their land to 
moneylenders. Saya San leads a peasant revolt. He is captured and hanged by the British.

 − 1936 The second university student strike: Aung San and Ko Nu, leaders of the 
Rangoon University Students' Union (RUSU) are expelled from university, causing widespread 
strikes in Rangoon and Mandalay. This leads to the formation of the All Burma Students' Union 
(ABSU).

 − 1938 1300 Revolution: :SÜ»PÜO�`X[UP[\�âX�XW�\][SUP�LâLSW\]�]RP�.[S]S\R�:SÜ�/X[YX[L]SXW��
Students organise a march from Chauk to Rangoon, where they are joined by other workers. The 
strike spreads countrywide after the British kill a student. 

 − 1942 – 1945 Japanese occupation: The Thirty Comrades receive military training in 
Japan, and form the Burma Independence Army (BIA). The BIA and the Japanese drive out the 
.[S]S\R��LWO�]RP�6LYLWP\P�XNN^Yb�.^[VL��4LÜQ�L�VSÜÜSXW�5WOSLW\�¼PP�]X�.[S]S\R�]P[[S]X[b��2SâR]SWâ�
throughout Burma causes hardship, inter-ethnic tension, and violence, for instance, between 
the BIA and Karen at Myaungmya. Although Burma gains some formal independence, the 
Japanese maintain control.

 − 1944 – 1945 Anti-fascist revolution: The Anti-Fascist Organisation (AFO) leads a 
revolt against the Japanese with aid of the British. Resistance Day (March 27; re-named Armed 
Forces Day by the later government) commemorates this revolt. 

 − 1946 Civil War It begins in several parts of Burma with the revolt of Red Flag CPB, 
Mujahid, and APLF, followed in 1948 by KNDO, MNDO and PNO. In the 1950s and 60s they are 
succeeded by other groups such as KNU, NMSP, KNPP, SSA, KIO and KNPP. 

 − 1946 – 1947 Negotiations with British: The Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom League 
(AFPFL) led by Aung San negotiates with the British for independence for Burma proper and for 
the Frontier Areas if they agree to join an independent Burma. Some ethnic minority groups, 
such as the Karens, lobby for their own states.

 − 1946 – 1947 Panglong Conferences: In February 1946 the AFPFL meet with Kachin, 
Shan, Chin, and Karen people to discuss the formation of a federal Burma. In February 1947, 
representatives of Kachins, Shans and Chins agree to join a federal union in exchange for 
autonomy and the right to secede (become an independent state) at a later date. Union Day 
(February 12) commemorates the signing of the Panglong Agreement.

Timeline
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 − 1947 Assassination of General Aung San: On July 19, armed men enter the Secretariat 
building and kill Aung San and six members of the Executive Council. Former Prime Minister U 
Saw is tried and executed for this.

 − 1948 Burma’s Independence: On January 4, The AFPFL becomes the ruling government 
in Burma, replacing the British. U Nu becomes Prime Minister and Sao Shwe Thaik becomes 
President. 

 − 1948 Ethnic minority alliances: KNDO allies with Mon National Defence Organisation 
(MNDO) and temporarily takes over Mawlamyine and, in 1949, Insein. This begins a series of 
alliances between ethnic minority nationalist groups including the National Democratic Front 
(NDF) in 1975 and the Democratic Alliance of Burma (DAB) in 1988.

 − 1958, 1963 Peace talks: Kodaw Hmaing organises peace talks with armed resistance 
groups. 

 − 1958 – 1960 Caretaker Government: U Nu’s AFPFL government allows Ne Win 
LWO�X]RP[�L[Vb�XQ»NP[\�]X�]LUP�NXW][XÜ��?RS\�`L\�L�[P\^Ü]�XQ�XWâXSWâ�NS_SÜ�`L[�LWO�L�\YÜS]�SW�]RP�
AFPFL. 

 −  1961  State Religion Act: U Nu introduces Buddhism as the state religion. People of other 
faiths, such as Christians and Muslims, are unhappy about this.

 − 1962 Military Coup: On March 2, General Ne Win seizes power. His administration is 
called the Revolutionary Council. This occurs after U Nu announces he will consider demands 
for federalism. The Burma Socialist Programme Party (BSPP) forms later that year. 

 − 1974 Constitution rewritten: Constitution is rewritten to recognise a socialist one-party 
state under the BSPP.

 − 1974 ���������ơ���ǣ� After former UN Secretary General U Thant dies in the United States. 
His body is brought to Rangoon, where thousands attend his funeral. BSPP leaders plan to 
bury him in an ordinary cemetery. Students take his body and bury it at the site of the former 
Student Union, protesting against BSPP policy. The army stops the protest, killing students and 
burying U Thant at the foot of Shwedagon Pagoda.

 − 1988 Demonstrations (aka ‘8888’, ’88 Uprising’): Widespread student demonstrations 
occur following government demonetisation, which ruins many people’s personal savings. 
Students protest demanding democracy. This builds up to a mass uprising across Burma. 
Soldiers and police violently stop the protests. General Ne Win resigns and the BSPP dissolves. 
Student parties such as ABSDF and DPNS, as well as Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, emerge as political 
forces.

 − 1988 SLORC: General Saw Maung establishes the State Law and Order Restoration Council 
(SLORC) following the coup of September 18th 1988. The economy opens to international trade. 

 − 1990 Elections: The NLD wins a majority of the vote. SLORC annuls the election result, 
OXP\�WX]�LÜÜX`�á;\�]X�]LUP�XQ»NP�LWO�\]Lb\�SW�NXW][XÜ�XQ�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]��áLWb�980�ÜPLOP[\�L[P�
SVY[S\XWPO�X[�¼PP�]RP�NX^W][b��

 − 1994 – 1995 Rise and fall of Manerplaw: Ethnic minority and democratic groups join 
forces. The KNU-held town of Manerplaw is their base. A group of KNLA soldiers break away 
]X�QX[V�]RP�0PVXN[L]SN�7L[PW�.^OORS\]�-[Vb��07.-���`RSNR�WPâX]SL]P\�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�>8:=/�
and helps them to capture Manerplaw. 
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 − 1989 – 1995 �����Ƥ���ǣ� >P_P[LÜ�P]RWSN�VSWX[S]b�L[VSP\�WPâX]SL]P�NPL\P»[P\�`S]R�
SLORC in exchange for limited regional autonomy. These include the UWSA in 1989, KIO in 
1994 and NMSP in 1995.

 − 1997 ASEAN membership: ASEAN accepts Myanmar as a member. Myanmar gains 
greater regional economic connections as a result of the membership.

 − 2007 ��ơ��������������ǣ� Buddhist monks protest against growing economic hardship 
caused by cuts in government fuel subsidies. Ordinary people join the monks demanding 
political change. The SPDC violently stops the protests.

 − 2008 Cyclone Nargis: The worst natural disaster in Myanmar's history, with casualties 
estimated between 100,000 and 200,000. Thousands of Myanmar people form civil society 
networks and NGOs to distribute aid privately.

 − 2008 New constitution completed: The constitution, begun in 1993, is completed by 
the Constitutional Convention (boycotted by the NLD and other pro-democracy groups). 

 − 2010 Election: The Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) wins a majority in 
elections and Thein Sein becomes President. The NLD boycotts the election. Daw Aung San Suu 
Kyi remains under house arrest until after the election. The NDF and other groups claim that 
there were problems with the election. 

 − 2011 Thein Sein inaugurated as President: Inauguration on 30 March. The USDP takes 
the majority of seats in parliament, with 25% reserved for the military. 

 − 2011 – 2012 �����Ƥ���ǣ� ?RP�âX_P[WVPW]�Lâ[PP\�NPL\P»[P\�`S]R�VX\]�[PVLSWSWâ�WXW�
NPL\P»[P�P]RWSN�L[VPO�â[X^Y\�SWNÜ^OSWâ�]RP�>>-�>��79@�LWO�79;;�

 − 2011 Myitsone Dam: Myanmar’s government stops construction of a controversial 
RbO[XPÜPN][SN�Y[XTPN]�»WLWNPO�LWO�ÜPO�Mb�L�\]L]P�X`WPO�/RSWP\P�NXVYLWb��?RS\�S\�\PPW�L\�L�
government response to public pressure.

 − 2012 Letpadaung Mine protests: Villagers protest that a Chinese mining company, in 
partnership with the Burmese government, has polluted their farmland. Government inquiry 
NXVVS\\SXW�RPLOPO�Mb�0L`�-^Wâ�>LW�>^^�7bS�XQQP[\�QL[VP[\�»WLWNSLÜ�NXVYPW\L]SXW��M^]�OXP\�
not punish police who injured protesters.

 − 2012 ��������Ǧ����������ƪ����ǣ� Starting in Arakan State and spreading to many 
locations around the country, violence breaks out between Buddhists and Muslims.

 − 2012 By-elections: 1ÜPN]SXW\�L[P�RPÜO�]X�»ÜÜ� "�_LNLW]�YL[ÜSLVPW]L[b�\PL]\��980�YL[]b�`XW�
in 43 of the 44 seats they contested. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi becomes a Member of Parliament. 

 − 2013 ����������������Ƥ���������������ǣ� Government peace negotiators and the United 
Nationalities Federal Council (UNFC) a coalition of 11 ethnic armed groups, have a series of 
VPP]SWâ\�SW�L]]PVY]\�]X�[PLNR�L�WL]SXW`SOP�NPL\P»[P��?RP[P�L[P�OSQ»N^Ü]SP\�MPNL^\P�]RP�@92/�
wants political discussions about the future of ethnic areas to start immediately, while the 
government wants to focus on economic development and talk about political settlements later.
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͜͜�
������������������ǯ�
����ǣ� Formed in 2005 by former students active in 
the 88 Uprising. They were active during the Saffron Revolution in 2007, and many of its members 
were imprisoned following this. They advocate for national reconciliation, social justice and 
democracy.

�������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Formed in 2007 by a group of senior 
monks as a response to the economic and social problems existing in Myanmar. ABMA leaders 
played a prominent role in the September 2007 Saffron Revolution. They work to defend the 
religious and cultural foundations of the nation.

������������������ǯ������������	�����ȋ����	Ȍǣ� Formed in 1988 
by students who participated in the 1988 uprising. They oppose military dictatorship and support 
democracy and human rights both through armed struggle and political means. The ABSDF signed a 
NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW�������?RP�-.>02�LO_XNL]P\�QX[�SW]P[WLÜ�YPLNP�LWO�L�QPOP[LÜ�^WSXW�
in Myanmar.

����Ǧ	�������������ǯ��	��������������ȋ�	��	Ȍǣ� First called the Anti-
Fascist Organisation (AFO), the AFPLF was formed in 1944 by Aung San and others. They were 
VLOP�^Y�XQ�VLWb�OSQQP[PW]�YXÜS]SNLÜ�YL[]SP\�RPÜO�]XâP]RP[�»[\]�Mb�-^Wâ�>LW��LWO�]RPW�Mb�@�9^��
The AFPLF dominated parliament until the 1962 military coup, when leaders were arrested and 
imprisoned by the new military government. During this time, the AFPFL followed a nationalist 
policy based on unity and consensus, parliamentary democracy and a mixed economy of free 
market and socialist systems.

�������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� A network of various Arakanese 
organisations. They were formed in 1942 to protect Arakanese rights. In 1945 the Arakan People’s 
Liberation Party (APLP) was formed when they broke away from the ANC. Their armed wing is the 
Arakan Defense Army (ADA).

��������ǡ�
�������ȋ͕͕͙͝�Ȃ�͕͛͘͝Ȍǣ� Burmese independence leader, and founder of 
the modern Burmese army (Tatmadaw). He is considered to be the founder of the Union of Burma. 
He organised the Panglong Conferences and was responsible for bringing Burma's independence 
from British colonial rule, but was assassinated in 1947, six months before independence. 

�����������������ȋ͕͙͘͝�ȂȌǣ� The daughter of Aung San, she entered politics during 
the 1988 uprising. She was a founder and chairperson of the National League for Democracy (NLD). 
She was detained under house arrest ahead of the 1990 elections and spent almost 15 of the next 
21 years there. She won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991. Released in 2010, she was elected to be a 
Member of Parliament in the 2012 by-elections.

�����
��ǡ�����ȋ͕͔͙͝�Ȃ�͕͙͔͝Ȍǣ� Karen political and military leader and founder 
of the KNU. He attempted to negotiate with the British for an independent Karen State in 1946/7 
MPQX[P�.^[VL�\�SWOPYPWOPWNP�SW��% $��4P�`L\�USÜÜPO�SW�»âR]SWâ�SW��%!��

������������������������ȋ͕͗͛͝�ȂȌǣ� Buddhist monk, also known as the Sitagu 
Sayadaw. He calls for a socially-engaged Buddhism, and has built hospitals, schools, water pumps 
and other social projects. In 1978 he established the Sitagu International Buddhist Missionary 
Centre. He was heavily involved in relief efforts following 2008’s Cyclone Nargis.

Actors List
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�������
�����	����ǣ� Tatmadaw administered military forces based on the borders of 
ábLWVL[��?RPb�L[P�NXW\S\]�XQ�QX[VP[�P]RWSN�L[VSP\�`RX�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�

��������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Formed in 1962 by Ne Win 
and other generals following his coup. The BSPP was the only legal political party until 1988. 
The BSPP advocated for a programme called the "Burmese Way to Socialism" which had both 
NXVV^WS\]�LWO�.^OORS\]�SW¼^PWNP\��5]�\LSO�]RL]�YL[ÜSLVPW]L[b�OPVXN[LNb�`L\�WX]�\^S]LMÜP�QX[�
Burma. It started to create a socialist economy by nationalising all businesses. The BSPP followed a 
policy of economic and political isolation, and suppressed any opposition.

���������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1945 by U Razak to 
cooperate with the AFPFL to get independence.

�����������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1961 by leaders including Son Ka 
Pao to protect Chin rights through military and political means.

��������������	�����ȋ��	ȌȀ�������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed 
SW��%$$�]X�Y[X]PN]�]RP�[SâR]\�XQ�/RSW�YPXYÜP�LWO�»âR]�QX[�P]RWSN�L^]XWXVb�]R[X^âR�YXÜS]SNLÜ�LWO�
military strategies. Its aims include securing self-determination of the Chin people, promoting 
OPVXN[LNb��LWO�P\]LMÜS\RSWâ�QPOP[LÜ�^WSXW��?RP�/92�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW�
2012. The CNF opposes the 2008 Constitution.

�������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1939 by Aung San, Thakin Soe 
and others. The CPB fought for independence and then against Japanese occupation. They claimed 
]X�»âR]�QX[�L��WL]SXWLÜ�OPVXN[L]SN�[P_XÜ^]SXW��LâLSW\]�XYY[P\\SXW��SVYP[SLÜS\V��LWO�NLYS]LÜS\V�]X�
achieve the goal of a ‘people’s democracy’. Many members were active supporters and organisers of 
the 1988 Uprising.

�����������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1988 in Thailand as an 
alliance of pro-democracy exile organisations and ethnic minority armed groups.

������������������������������ǡ������������������
����������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� In 1994 the DKBA split from the Christian-dominated 
79@��ÜPO�Mb�.^OORS\]�7L[PW�ÜPLOP[\�SWNÜ^OSWâ�@�?R^cLWL��?RP�07.-�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�
government in 1995 and aligned with the Tatmadaw. 

�����������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Burmese political party 
formed in 1988 by Moe Thee Zun and others to oppose the military dictatorship and support 
democracy. Membership was mostly of students active in the 88 Uprising. The party went 
^WOP[â[X^WO�LWO�VLWb�`P[P�SVY[S\XWPO�X[�¼PO�]X�.^[VL´\�MX[OP[\��?RP�0;9>�WX`�XYP[L]P\�
openly in Myanmar. They advocate for representative democratic government, decentralisation, 
federalism, social justice, and economic opportunities for all of society.

�����������������ȋ�������Ȍǣ� The Democratic Party (Myanmar) advocates for 
human freedoms and rights in politics, economy, justice. It also promotes freedom of thought, 
speech and assembly. It argues that the government should only be responsible for services that the 
private sector cannot provide. It believes that private businesses should never be nationalised. 
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���������������ǣ� Anti-colonial Burmese nationalist organisation formed in 1930. 
Members called themselves Thakin (master) instead of using this term for the British. The slogan of 
the organisation was "Burma is our country; Burmese literature is our literature; Burmese language 
is our language. Love our country, raise the standards of our literature, respect our language."


��������������ǣ� Pro-democracy youth movement formed in 2007, after the Saffron 
=P_XÜ^]SXW��áPVMP[\�^\P�\XNSLÜ�VPOSL��RSY�RXY�V^\SN�LWO�â[LQ»]S�]X�\Y[PLO�]RPS[�VP\\LâP�

���������������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� 2X[VPO�SW��%"��]X�»âR]�QX[�
autonomy for Kachin State, the KIO controlled much of Kachin State until the 1990s. Their military 
wing, the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) is the second largest ethnic army in Myanmar. The KIO 
\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�>8:=/�SW��%% ��`S]R�VLWb�S\\^P\�^W[P\XÜ_PO��?RPb�[P\^VPO�L[VPO�\][^ââÜP�
SW������LWO�NPL\P»[P�WPâX]SL]SXW\�L[P�SW�Y[XNP\\�

���������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1947 by Saw Ba U Gyi. The KNU were 
SWS]SLÜÜb�»âR]SWâ�QX[�LW�SWOPYPWOPW]�7L[PW�\]L]P�LWO�â[PL]P[�[SâR]\�QX[�7L[PW�YPXYÜP��?RPS[�VSÜS]L[b�
wing, the Karen National Defense Organisation (KNDO), was formed in 1949. They later changed 
]RPS[�WLVP�]X�7L[PW�9L]SXWLÜ�8SMP[L]SXW�-[Vb��798-���?RP�79@�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�
government in 2012.

�����������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Formed in 1957. The 
KNPP’s goal is to achieve autonomy and human rights for Karenni State, by both political and 
VSÜS]L[b�\][L]PâSP\��?RPb�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW������

������������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1947 to protect the rights 
of Karenni people through political and military means.

��������ȋ͕͗͘͝Ǧ͖͔͔͛Ȍǣ� Leader of the Mong Tai Army. The MTA were the region’s 
biggest opium producers, and the US government ordered his arrest. To avoid this, he surrendered 
to the Burmese government in 1996. He lived comfortably in Yangon running business interests 
until his death.

������������ǡ��������ȋ͕͚͛͜�Ȃ�͕͚͘͝Ȍǣ� Nationalist, poet and peace activist. 
He was involved in the independence movement and organised the 1958 and 1963 peace talks 
between the government and ethnic armed opposition groups.

���������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� The MPC was formed by the Myanmar 
government, academics and strategic advisors, with support from Peace Support Donor Group. 
They provide policy advice and assistance to the peace process. They are involved in implementing 
NPL\P»[P�Lâ[PPVPW]\��YXÜS]SNLÜ�WPâX]SL]SXW\��LWO�NXX[OSWL]SXW�XQ�L\\S\]LWNP�SW�NXW¼SN]�L[PL\�

�������������������
��������������������������������
ȋ��
��Ȍǣ� The NCGUB was formed by NLD leaders in 1990 as a government in exile after 
SLORC refused to recognise the results of the 1990 elections. Following Aung San Suu Kyi’s release 
from house arrest in 2010 and later entry into Parliament in 2012 as an MP, the NCGUB was 
dissolved in September 2012.

���������������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� A network of 
representatives of armed groups and exiled political organisations, including the NDF, DAB, NCGUB, 
and NLD-LA. The NCUB was formed in 1992 and aims to achieve a democratic federal system in 
Myanmar.
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��������������������	�����ȋ��	Ȍǣ� Formed in 2010 after splitting from the 
NLD. The NDF formed to contest the 2010 elections, boycotted by the NLD. The NDF’s goal is to 
attain individual freedom and to promote the role of the private sector in the economy, but ensure 
that the government regulates the market. The party advocates for democracy and human rights. It 
says that the best way to achieve these is through the formation of civil society organisations.

��������������������	�����ȋ��	Ȍǣ� A group founded in 1976 to represent all 
of the main ethnic nationalities in Myanmar. The NDF works for a democratic federal state and 
includes the CNF, KNU, NMSP and KNPP.

������������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1988 by pro-democracy 
leaders including Aung San Suu Kyi. The NLD won the majority of votes (58 percent) in the 1990 
national elections, but the result was not recognised by military government. Many NLD MPs and 
VPVMP[\�`P[P�SVY[S\XWPO��X[�¼PO�]X�ábLWVL[´\�MX[OP[\��?RP�YL[]b�LO_XNL]P\�QX[�R^VLW�[SâR]\��
freedom of speech, the rule of law, and national reconciliation. Other issues that the NLD advocates 
QX[�L[P�Q[PPOXV�QX[�]RP�VPOSL��SWN[PL\SWâ�\XNSLÜ�MPWP»]\�LWO�NXW\]S]^]SXWLÜ�[PQX[V�

���������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed by the military and Burma Socialist 
Programme Party (BSPP) members to take part in the 1990 general election. The party's political 
SOPXÜXâb�S\�±]RP�.^[VP\P�`Lb�]X�]RP�MPWP»]�XQ�]RP�YPXYÜP�²�`RSNR�S\�OP\SâWPO�]X�NXWQX[V�`S]R�
national characteristics and national pride. The party aims to maintain the history, culture and 
][LOS]SXW�XQ�]RP�NX^W][b�`RSÜP�M[SWâSWâ�MPWP»]\�]X�]RP�`PÜÜ�MPSWâ�XQ�]RP�YPXYÜP�

������ǡ�
�������ȋ͕͕͔͝�Ȃ�͖͔͔͖Ȍǣ� Political and military leader. One of the Thirty 
Comrades. In 1949 General Ne Win became Chief of Staff of the Burma armed forces (Tatmadaw) 
and was later put in charge of a caretaker government by the then Prime Minister U Nu from 1958-
1960. Ne Win seized power in a military coup in 1962 and created the Burma Socialist Programme 
Party (BSPP). He remained chairman of it and effectively head of state until he resigned during pro-
democracy demonstrations in July 1988. He was put under house arrest by the SPDC in 2002 and 
died shortly after.

��������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Formed in 1958 by Nai Shwe Kyin. The NMSP 
»âR]\�QX[�áXW�[SâR]\�LWO�L^]XWXVb�QX[�áXW�\]L]P��?RP�9á>;�QX^âR]�LÜXWâ\SOP�]RP�79@�LWO�`L\�
LW�LN]S_P�VPVMP[�XQ�L�W^VMP[�XQ�P]RWSN�LÜÜSLWNP\��?RP�9á>;�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�Lâ[PPVPW]�`S]R�]RP�
government in 1995. They advocate for a federation of free nationalities that have the right of self-
determination and the right of secession.

��ǡ���ȋ͕͔͛͝�Ȃ�͕͙͝͝Ȍǣ� First Prime Minster of the Union of Burma, U Nu led the AFPFL 
government during 1948-1956, 1957-1958, and 1960-1962. U Nu was Buddhist and he made 
.^OORS\V�]RP�XQ»NSLÜ�[PÜSâSXW�XQ�.^[VL�SW��%"���`RSNR�LWâP[PO�\XVP�WXW�.^OORS\]�P]RWSN�â[X^Y\��
He was removed from power in the 1962 coup by General Ne Win and imprisoned for four years. 
He later attempted unsuccessfully to lead armed resistance against Ne Win from Thailand in the 
early 1970s. He was pardoned and allowed to return to Burma in 1980 where he was active in the 
1988 demonstrations. 

��Ǧ������������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� are a political party with three 
representatives in the Amyotha Hluttaw (as of April 2014). Their armed wing, the Pa-O national 
-[Vb��\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW��%%��
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�����������������������ȋ�������������������������Ȍ�ȋ���Ȍǣ� The 
RNP was formed in 2014 when the Rakhine Nationalities Development Party and the Arakan 
League for Democracy merged. Their aim is democracy, federalism and the development of Rakhine 
State.

�����ǡ���������ȋ͕͜͜͝�Ȃ�͕͛͘͝Ȍǣ� Burman Muslim leader and founder of the 
Burma Muslim Organisation. U Razak was Minister of Education in Aung San’s cabinet. He was 
assassinated in 1947.

���ǡ������ȋ͕͚͛͜�Ȃ�͕͕͗͝Ȍǣ� Burmese leader and doctor. In 1930-31 Saya San led a 
rebellion against British control. He was hanged by British authorities.

���������ǡ�
�������ȋ͕͖͜͝�Ȃ�͕͛͝͝Ȍǣ� Senior general and army commander in 
the BSPP era. He was the founder and chairman of SLORC from 1988-1992.

������������������������������������ȋ��������������������
�����Ȍ�ȋ����Ȍǣ� The SNDP was formed in 2010. It followed on from the Shan Nationalities 
League for Democracy, closely allied to the NLD. The SNLD won the second largest number of seats 
in the unrecognised 1990 election. The SNLD leader, Khun Htun Oo, was arrested in 2005 and 
served seven years of a 93 year prison sentence, before being released in 2012.

����������ǡ�����ȋ͕͕͜͝�Ȃ�͕͚͜͝Ȍǣ� Shan politician and last Sawbwa (hereditary 
ÜPLOP[��XQ�DL`WâR`P��LWO�»[\]�;[P\SOPW]�XQ�.^[VL�Q[XV��% $��%!���4P�`L\�L[[P\]PO�O^[SWâ�]RP�
1962 coup and died in prison. 

����������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� Formed in 1964, it received backing from the CPB until 
�%$%�`RPW�S]�[PLNRPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]��5]�RL\�OP_PÜXYPO�L�YXÜS]SNLÜ�`SWâ��]RP�>RLW�
State Progress Party (SSPP). The SSA is now referred to as the Shan State Army-North (SSN-N). 

���������������Ǧ������ȋ���Ǧ�Ȍǣ� Originally part of the SSA, but continued 
armed resistance as the Shan State United Revolutionary Army (SURA) and later as the SSA-S, after 
]RP��%$%�>>-�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]��?RP�>>-�>�[PLNRPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW�
December 2011. It has a political wing, the Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS).

���ǡ��������ȋ͕͔͚͝�Ȃ�͕͜͝͝Ȍǣ� Burmese political leader and founder of Burma 
Communist Party and its Red Flag Faction.

����������������������������������������ȋ�����Ȍǣ� Group of 
generals who seized control in a military coup on September 18, 1988, during the pro-democracy 
demonstrations. SLORC claimed this was to prevent disintegration of the Union of Burma. SLORC 
changed its name to the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) in 1997.

������������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� New name for SLORC. 
5]�`L\�XQ»NSLÜÜb�OS\\XÜ_PO�SW������QXÜÜX`SWâ�]RP�PÜPN]SXW�XQ�L�NS_SÜSLW�âX_P[WVPW]�ÜPO�Mb�?RPSW�>PSW�

��������ǣ� The armed forces of Myanmar, including the Army, the Navy and the Air 
2X[NP��5]�RL\�MPPW�PWâLâPO�SW�VLWb�NXW¼SN]\�`S]R�P]RWSN�LWO�YXÜS]SNLÜ�L[VPO�XYYX\S]SXW�â[X^Y\�
since independence in 1948. The Tatmadaw has dominated much of Myanmar’s politics through 
the leadership of generals who have also acted as heads of state, including Ne Win (1962-1988), 
Saw Maung (1988-1992) and Than Shwe (1992-2011). The Tatmadaw has 25 percent of the seats in 
parliament reserved for it according to the 2008 Constitution.
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�������ȋ͕͚͘͝�ȂȌǣ� Wealthy Burmese businessman. His business interests include Air Bagan, 
logging, construction, tourism and mobile phone services. He was a close associate of former SPDC 
chairman, Than Shwe.

���������ǡ�
�������ȋ͕͗͗͝�ȂȌǣ� Senior general and the chairman of SLORC/SPDC. 
He was effectively head of state of Myanmar from 1992 to 2011.

�����ǡ���ȋ͕͔͝͝�Ȃ�͕͛͘͝Ȍǣ� Secretary General of the United Nations 1961-1971. After his 
death, student led-protests at the lack of respect shown to him by Ne Win were violently stopped 
in Rangoon.

�����������ȋ͕͙͘͝�ȂȌǣ� Former SPDC general and President of Myanmar since March 
2011. He was also Prime Minister from 2007 until 2011. During Thein Sein’s time as President 
the government has made some political reforms including release of political prisoners and 
P\]LMÜS\RVPW]�XQ�NPL\P»[P\�`S]R�VX\]�P]RWSN�L[VPO�â[X^Y\�

���������������ǣ� Group of thirty founding members of the Burma Independence Army 
trained by the Japanese in 1941. They were led by Aung San and also included Ne Win.

���������������������������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� Political party 
formed in 2010. It grew out of the Union Solidarity and Development Association (USDA) originally 
established by SLORC in 1993. The USDP won the 2010 elections, and is the current (in 2014) 
ruling political party in Myanmar. The party supports the Constitution's legal binding that no part 
of the country must ever secede from the Union.

���������������������	���������������ȋ��	�Ȍǣ� Formed in 2011 by a 
coalition of ethnic armed groups. It currently has 11 member organisations: KIO, KNU, KNPP, 
NMSP, SSA-N, CNF, Pa-O National Liberation Organisation (PNLO), Palaung State Liberation Front 
(PSLF), National United Party of Arakan (NUPA), Lahu Democratic Union (LDU), and Wa National 
Organisation (WNO). The UNFC is involved in a series of negotiations with the government to reach 
L�WL]SXW`SOP�NPL\P»[P�Lâ[PPVPW]��

���������������������ȋ����ȌȀ����������������������
ȋ����Ȍǣ� Formed in 1989 following the collapse of the Communist Party of Burma (CPB) 
QX[NP\�SW�]RP�BL�[PâSXW�XQ�WX[]RPL\]�>RLW�>]L]P��5]�\SâWPO�L�NPL\P»[P�`S]R�]RP�âX_P[WVPW]�SW��%$%��
The UWSP controls the Wa Self-Administered Division. The UWSA is the largest ethnic army in 
Myanmar.

�����ǯ������������������ȋ���Ȍǣ� A network of women’s organisations 
from different ethnic groups. Set up in Thailand in 1999. The WLB facilitates women’s participation 
in the struggle for human rights, democracy and equality.

���������̵�����������������������ȋ����Ȍǣ� The YMBA was founded 
SW��%�"��-]�»[\]��S]�M^SÜ]�LWO�[LW�\NRXXÜ\�^\SWâ�Y[S_L]P�OXWL]SXW\�LWO�âX_P[WVPW]�â[LW]\��5]�`L\�LW�
important part of the nationalist movement in Myanmar, and was opposed to British rule. Today, 
the YMBA in Myanmar promotes national and religious commitment and provides educational and 
recreational opportunities for youth.
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58 Aunghtike Blank map of Union of Myanmar http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Blank_Myanmar_
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CCAttribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

59 Unknown Unknown www.irrawaddy.org (c) 2013 Irrawaddy 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MonVirgins.jpg CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

64 http://mediamodepresents.blogspot.com/2013_03_01_
archive.html

Unknown
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69 http://www.learntoquestion.com/seevak/sites/2012/
gorbachev/info.html

Unknown

70
70 Ian Burt white dove snip KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�RGGVRFN����������� CC Attribution 2.0 

*HQHULF
71 Joe Mabel Kadampa Buddhist Temple, 

6556 24th Ave NW (Ballard 
neighborhood) Seattle, 
Washington, USA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ballard_Kadampa_Buddhist_
Temple_01.jpg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

72 warrenski Women: Non Europeans only KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�ZDUUHQVNL������������ CC Attribution 2.0 
*HQHULF

72 *XLQQRJ Sign in Durban that states the 
beach is for whites only.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:DurbanSign1989.jpg CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

72 Paul Weinberg This image was captured during 
protests against Apartheid in South 
Africa in the 1980s.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anti-Apartheid_
Protest_02_F.jpg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

73 Tamilan93 Eelam vlag KWWS���FRPPRQV�ZLNLPHGLD�RUJ�ZLNL�)LOH�(HODPBÀDJ�SQJ CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

73 Unknown A LTTE car with soldiers, in 
Killinochi, april 2004

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LTTE_car_with_soldiers_in_
Killinochi_april_2004.jpg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

75 Unknown Unknown http://www.poonak.org/ Unknown
76 oktaviono A crowded KRL electric multiple 

unit train with passengers riding on 
the outside in Jakarta, Indonesia.

KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV���������#1�������������� CC Attribution 2.0 
*HQHULF

80 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
87 Woodly Wonder 

Works
The Night Lights of Planet Earth KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�ZZZRUNV������������LQ�

photostream/
CC Attribution 2.0 
*HQHULF

91 TUBS Map of administrative divisions of 
Myanmar

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Myanmar,_
administrative_divisions_-_de_-_colored.svg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

94 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
101 Blue-Haired Lawyer  Posters for the Irish European 

Fiscal Compact referendum, 2012 
campaign on lower Ormond Quay 
in Dublin.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Irish_Fiscal_Compact_
referendum_posters.jpg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

103 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
116 David Andersson March in Support to Occupy Wall 

Street Oct 5 2011
https://lh5.googleusercontent.com/-3b6BA21mhUg/
7R�6(F[LJM,�$$$$$$$$*-��D�[G2��L�.8�Z����K����QR�
'6&B�����-3*

Unknown

120 James Vaughan 1954 ... soviet radio! KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�[�UD\BGHOWDBRQH������������ CC Attribution-
6KDUH$OLNH�����*HQHULF

120 William Old Philips TV KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�SRWU]HELH������������ CC Attribution-
NonCommercial-
1R'HULYV�����*HQHULF

120 Alvar_Lidell.jpg: 
Liftarn 
Derivative work: 
Mattgirling (talk)

Alvar Lidell, c1945 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BBCmarconi-atype.
png

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

136 Nick-D Occupy Sydney in May 2013 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Occupy_Sydney_in_
May_2013.jpg

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

142 DannyManhattan Teacher's Strike in Chicago http://dannymanhattan.deviantart.com/art/chicago-teachers-
union-strike-354699964

CC Attribution-
Noncommercial-No 
Derivatives 3.0 License.

148 Unknown Pyithu Hluttaw Structure 2012 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2012_Pyithu_
Hluttaw_structure.png

CC Attribution-Share 
Alike 3.0 Unported

149 Unknown *DWH�RI�+HDYHQO\�3HDFH http://i.images.cdn.fotopedia.com/ktwenchuan-
QtgP0HAksOU-original/Beijing_/The_City_of_Beijing/
Districts/Dongcheng_District/Tiananmen_Square/
7LDQDQPHQ�7LDQDQPHQ�5HGBÀDJBSROLWLFV�MSJ

CC Attribution-
NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported

152 Darwinek Flag-map of North Korea http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag-map_of_North_
Korea.png

CC Attribution-
NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported

152 Nicor Mangyongdae Children's Palace http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mangyongdae_
&KLOGUHQ���VB3DODFHB���-3*

CC Attribution-
NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported

153 Unknown Unknown KWWS���WKHÀ\LQJFDPHOGRWRUJ�ZRUGSUHVV�FRP������������
bush-and-obama-together-at-last/

Unknown

153 DonkeyHotey Republican Elephant & Democratic 
Donkey – Icons

KWWS���ZZZ�ÀLFNU�FRP�SKRWRV�GRQNH\KRWH\������������ CC Attribution 2.0 
*HQHULF
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